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Ash Dilks
The time has come to say goodbye to a LeftLion OG.
You have to dig deep into the archive to ﬁnd our Ash’s
ﬁrst LeftLion contribution - an article on the Notts
skateboarding scene in Issue #6 (2005). He also knocked
up a few illustrations, was always on hand to pitch in on
deliveries, and has written a fair few food reviews.
He joined the oﬀ icial team as Sales and Marketing
Manager in 2013, having been coerced to leave his job
in golf (lol) by Al, Jared and some top-tier biscuits. His
favourite catchphrase “It’s easier to ask forgiveness than
permission” has thankfully got us in hot water far less
times than it has made us a few quid. Will we miss him?
Er, yeah.

Love reading a free, independent
magazine every month?
Become a LeftLion Supporter.
We’ll post you every print issue,
plus treats.
leftlion.co.uk/supporters

You can see Ash’s final food review on page 36.
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Editorial
exactly in the world the material in your t-shirt
came from.
On page 22, we check back in with Nottingham’s
skate community a year after our skateboarding
special, to hear how they’ve been advising the
council on the innovative transformation of
disused spaces in the city. And, on page 28 we
visit the headquarters of Serif, a tech-company
with new editing software to rival the big guns.
Another reason I’ve stuck around this city for so
long is all the great friends I’ve made along the
way, especially those here at the ‘Lion. It’s with
a heavy heart that we say goodbye to one of the
best of them this month. During his ﬁ ve years
with us, Ash Dilks has been a constant source
of jokes, the top curator of snack corner, and
the reason we’ve all spent so much money at
U-Canteen.

Whether it’s a new style of restaurant popping
up here, or a city-wide music festival there, it
seems Nottingham is on top of its game when it
comes to fostering the creativity of its dwellers.
It’s something I’ve always loved about Notts,
and one of the reasons I chose to stay here after
my time at university, which is a big deal when
you’re as proud of your home city as I am (big
up, Brum). When our Editor, Ashley, told me he’d
be leaving me in the lurch for this November
magazine to take a tour around Ancient Greece,
I knew I wanted to create a magazine based
around this collective sense of innovation.
We’ve been chatting with the brains behind
some of the most exciting ideas to come out
of the city. On page 18, you can learn about
Hackspace, the community-led workspace
with enough specialist tools to help you build a
robot, and I had a natter with the co-founder of
Lyfcycles, a circular fashion business who are
gearing up to launch an app that tells you where

But, more than that, his cheeky-chappy nature
saw him smash his job as our Sales and
Marketing Manager, and keep our spirits up on
a daily basis. Personally, I’m really going to miss
his innovative use of ingredients from Murat to
make the tastiest sandwiches I’ve ever eaten,
and my favourite peppermint-tea-drinking
buddy. So, Dilko, we raise a gin to you and wish
you all the best, and sincerely hope you swing by
regularly (with your dog, of course).
I hope this magazine leaves you feeling inspired
and ready to ﬁre up your own creative project.
We’ll make a Silicon Valley out of Sneinton yet.

Got change?
Valentin Hazhiyski @valentinhadzhiyski

Emily Thursﬁeld, Assistant Editor
emily.thursﬁeld@leftlion.co.uk

Bright lights, little city
Matt Cottam @matt_cottam_photography
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Ad lib
Harry Helliwell @heluwil.photog

Notts shots

Orange Joyce
Matt Cottam @matt_cottam_photography

Mirror image
Débora Gracio @dgracio

“If we survive the apocalypse, can we go to your house?”
Matthew Wayman @__________amw

Well red
Simon Bell @beardedbear9

Want to have your work featured? Send your
high-res photos from around the city, including
your full name and best web link, to
photography@leftlion.co.uk

Amber Run blow up Rock City
Andrea Bottino andreabottino.co.uk
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AYUP
DUCK

“What’s been gooin’ off?”
illustrations: Rikki Marr

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...

Carl Froch Believes the Earth is Flat

Goose Smashes Through Nottingham
Taxi Window

The Grinch to Open Nottingham Grotto
This Christmas

words: Adrian Reynolds
illustration: Corrina Rothwell
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Innovation
The best invention ever has to be the Harrier Jump Jet, which
was invented by Rolls Royce in Hucknall. We also very much like
umbrellas and Concorde. Isn’t Innovation Park at the University
of Nottingham lovely? All those snazzy buildings. We deliver
Christmas trees over there and we could do with something to carry
the trees on, once we’ve got them out of the van. Anyone invented
one of those?
Have you ever invented anything?
We invented National Gherkin Week. We’re all for it. When our
customers ask us which week it is, we let them know it’s on all year
round. It’s more of a theoretical week, rather than a deﬁned period
of seven days.
Bonﬁre Night
We used to go round to Aiden and Jane’s every bonﬁre night, but
then they had an accident. And their children grew up. And they
moved to New Zealand. So we don’t do that anymore. We’ll be
having a bonﬁre in our garden with an eﬀ igy and some ﬁreworks
instead. We don’t like the one at the Forest Rec; it’s pretty but you
always end up with neck ache because you’re looking up for about
half an hour.

Pick Six

interview and photos: Georgianna Scurfield

This month, we ask artist Wolfgang Butress to pick a few of his favourite things…
Book: Carlo Rovelli: Reality Is
Not What It Seems
This book deeply affected me.
It talks about ideas that as an
artist I have been exploring for
many years: Rovelli eloquently
expresses how we perceive
the nature of existence, space and
time with incredible clarity.

Film: The Last Picture Show
I first saw this film as a teenager
and it’s stuck with me ever since.
I grew up on the North Cumbrian
coast – the NME, John Peel and
a love of German Expressionism
saved me; a part of me then
yearned for a city life, a part of me
now will always be there.

Meal: Kushi-ya
I eat here at least once a week. A
small but perfectly formed menu
that slowly changes with the
seasons. Lovely staff and food
which holds its own against any
restaurant in the world.

Holiday destination: Japan
I had the good fortune to first
travel to Japan fifteen years
ago. I love how simplicity, the
understanding of nature and
the imperfect is fundamental
to Japanese culture. Japan feels
completely alien and now oddly
familiar.

Song: After Its Own Death /
Walking In a Spiral Towards The
House
I love how Nivkek has created
her own abstract world of haze,
mystery and stillness. Minimal
melodies reveal themselves from
nothing. Whispers, repetition and
a sense of never quite grasping the
essence of the song makes them
beautifully elusive.

Notts Spot: The City Ground
Forest reignited my love of football
when I moved here in the eighties.
I always loved the red adidas strip,
and was fortunate to witness
the birth of the second great
Clough team. It’s provided more
frustration over the last fifteen
years, but it is only November and
hope still springs eternal.

‘

Eleni Vasilopoulou
Eyebrows can determine whether you
look happy or sad, confused or angry.
They’re like another form of body
language. I’m an eyebrow artist – I’ve
been doing this for 22 years now, way
before the brow trend hit. I try and
empower women to embrace their
natural beauty; I’m not an Instagram
eyebrow person, nothing really hard
like the scouse brows that you find
here in England.
I quite like little cities. I come to
Nottingham two or three times a year
to spend time with my husband’s
family. I come from Melbourne, and
Nottingham reminds me of the little
villages I’ve lived in. Throughout my
twenties, I constantly travelled to
Greece for holidays, and just before
I turned thirty, I decided to pack
everything up and move there. It was
the scariest thing I’ve ever done and
my parents were horrified, but I did it
and it was great. That’s where I met
my husband.
We currently live in a small city in
Switzerland called Lausanne. It’s
really easy to get around, and has
some really good coffee shops. It’s
very similar to Nottingham, actually.
Melbourne will always be home for
me, but Lausanne has become my
second home. Our child was born
there so we have an extra connection
to it. I'm quite proud to say I'm
Greek Australian, but really I'm from
Australia. I don't have a hard time
connecting to a place even though I'm
not living in it.
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Stoney Street
I get therapy in Lace Market where the buildings are so tall
it makes the sky seem further away I get therapy Sunday
mornings so I’m nearly always hungover overthinking the
fact of getting therapy somewhere that makes me feel so
small Something loud and obnoxious in my headphones
to keep me going Something ghostly about the quiet and
the half-light Walking past closed-up bars that from the
outside don’t look like they fit in these massive buildings
like bars round here are kids dressed in their parents clothes
or something I wait outside in the rain wait for my therapist
to let me into a building built to store delicate things In
therapy we talk about personal chaos and the chaos of other people
Ode to cacophony of chip paper being blown about outside
Lace Market Fish Bar Ode to every good idea being shot
down in meetings in the offices these buildings have become
All over the city you can find these very wide windows like
letterboxes put there to get as much sunlight as possible
throughout the day for lace workers I think all the time
about looking out on everything from one of those windows
I always want to see everything at once but you never can
can you
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Snap Notts #18
poem: Joshua Judson
photos: Curtis Powell
location: Lace Market

My First Time...

meeting my hero

So, it’s 2010 and I am at a tiny festival in West Cork. My main reason for
being here is that it’s my birthday and Patti Smith is playing. I love her.
I have smuggled in some vodka in a Coke bottle because I’m clearly an
animal. Sitting beside an older man, I ask him to mind my illicit bottle
of vodka while I nip to my tent. I can’t take it with me
because I’ll get searched. He says yes and seems
amused. Because I am in no way rude, I
offer him some as payment which he
declines. I get back and he politely
hands it back. He then gets up,
and goes on stage as Patti
Smiths guitarist. After the
gig, she jumps down to
come meet us. I ask for
a photo and she says
no. I’m crushed. I
still love her but I
do consider it a
bit rude! What a
legend.
Female, 34
Beeston

I was eleven,
attending
my first ever
football
game. Arsenal
were coming
to Pride Park
to deliver
a crushing
footballing lesson.
I didn’t care. Just
experiencing that
atmosphere was
enough for me. As we
were leaving the stadium,
we spotted the entire Arsenal
team signing autographs. I
hustled my way to the front, and
found myself face to face with David
Seaman. He stretched out his meaty paw
and shook my hand. Blown away, I turned to my
father and shouted, “Dad! I’ve got Seaman on my hands
and I’m never going to wash it off!”
Male, 31
City Centre

During my teenage years, I was an insufferable fan-girl of an alt-rock
band called The All-American Rejects, and spent my time obsessively
listening to their albums. I saw them perform in California when I was
sixteen, and the t-shirt I bought at that show soon became my lucky
t-shirt; I passed my driving test in it and wore it to every exam.
In 2014, they came to the UK to headline Slam Dunk
festival and I met the lead singer. He was nicer
than I ever could have imagined. I missed
the cut-off point for his meet and greet,
so stood nervously nearby, just
hoping to catch his eye. Not only
did he wink at me and call me
over, he ignored his manager
when she told him he had
to leave, saying “But she’s
wearing our t-shirt, I
have to meet her!” It
still makes me smile
to this day.
Female, 23
Sneinton

A few years ago,
my mate got me
a t-shirt with a
picture of Louis
Theroux's face on
it as a joke. One
day I was stood next
to him at a urinal,
and completely forgot
what I was wearing.
He smiled when he saw
me, but I just thought
‘Hey, I don't want to bother
him, he probably gets this
all the time’, so I decided to
pretend I didn't know who he
was and blank him. He left looking
confused, and I congratulated myself on
not inconveniencing this great man, before
looking in the mirror and realising I literally had
his face plastered across my chest. Sometimes I still
lie awake and think about that.
Male, 22
Lenton

illustration: Alex Vine
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As humans, we can do
three things that an animal
can’t: we can tell stories, we can
make fire, and we can use tools
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Hack to the
Future

Tucked away off the outskirts of Sneinton stands Roden House, a building most wouldn’t think
twice about when walking past. But if you are one of the 700 Nottingham Hackspace members
who owns a key, you’ll know that there’s quite an extraordinary space inside, where your skills
and creative projects can be nurtured with the help of specialist equipment. Our Eve Smallman
spoke to founder Dominic Morrow about the concept, the ups and downs, and why spaces like
these should be as common as gyms...
In name, Hackspace sounds like a dark lair where greasy-haired folk
hunch over computers attempting to take down Facebook. When
Dominic unlocked the door and led me up the stairs, I was pleasantly
surprised to see a huge, open space filled with comfy sofas and
bric-à-brac. The surprises kept coming – a sewing room, the
dream workshop for a carpenter, and even a machine name Lasery
McLaserface. The idea is simple: Hackspace provide the equipment
that its members need, and the members use it and maintain it. They
share money, knowledge and time, and create workspaces far better
than those they could afford if they were to go at it alone.
“It comes out of a primarily German idea, back to the dawn of
the internet,” says Dominic. “When it was too expensive for the
average person to have internet, the German people from the
cyberspace culture would find somewhere in their city that had an
internet connection, and would explore the webspace together.”
This idea spread to the US, where it became more about prototype
and technology. When it finally came to the UK, they incorporated
woodworking, textiles and machinery. “Whether it’s virtual
or real, people can now come together to create or mend
something worthwhile.”
The space can be utilised for a variety of projects. People can use
it for their individual work – I met someone who was painting
delightfully intricate miniatures – or members can also use it
on much larger scale. Dominic tells me: “One of the most recent
projects that one of our members ran was a robot cocktail barman
that the space funded – you could order your drink from your phone,
and the robot would squirt it into a cup.” He also describes another
project where butane gas and electronics were used to create a
fireball game. “We once helped a PhD student from Loughborough
who was making a system that could monitor toilet usage in
developing countries, which aimed to help the separation of clean
and dirty water,” he says. “The list goes on. There are hundreds of
projects going on all the time.”
There are no teachers, no compulsory requirements, and no
hierarchy. Instead, it’s a self-driven learning environment. Dominic
says, “It’s a community space for university and school leavers who
want to carry on their skills and practice them in a place that has

all the tools. It’s for the retired who want to share their skills, or
who want somewhere to go and feel part of the community. It’s for
people who work and don’t have lots of time, and it’s for parents
who want to encourage their children to be creative. We are a team.”
Dominic feels the space is an important instrument in keeping the
skills usage of tools and equipment alive. With young people now
struggling to become homeowners, they don’t often have the space
to learn DIY. “As humans, we can do three things that an animal
can’t: we can tell stories, we can make fire, and we can use tools.
There are fewer people who can use tools these days, and the ability
to create something that’s not virtual is an important part of being
human. It’s something that’s getting lost in today’s world.”
Hackspace does have its difficulties. Dominic tells me: “As great
as it is, it can be hard to get things done, and it can be emotionally
labour intensive. The people involved are all usually problem
solvers; working with numbers, dealing with hardware and software
problems, which means there can sometimes be an emotional
disconnect.”
The group are currently trying to get an accessible stairway and lift
fitted between its current space and the recently acquired space, so
more equipment and rooms can be utilised. However, having 700
people involved in the decision-making process means it can be
difficult to get things done. They are also struggling financially, and
will have to close their doors next year if their situation stays the
same. Dominic says, “We need more capital to be able to fund the
creative minds of our community.”
Dominic still has high hopes for the future of Hackspace. He’d like
to be able to lend tools out, be able to cooperate more with other
co-working spaces, and have the space used by the immediate
community. “Back in the seventies, having a gym membership
wasn’t normal and now it is! I want the same sort of development
for Hackspace.
Hackspace’s free Open Hack Nights take place every Wednesday from 6.30pm at
their space in Roden House, NG3 1JH.
nottinghack.org.uk/donate
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COTTON ON
Fast fashion is no longer a problem that only hardcore environmentalists are aware of. In 2013, the media extensively
covered the devastating Rana Plaza collapse – an incident in which 1,134 garment workers in Bangladesh were killed.
And with documentaries like The True Cost and Stacey Dooley Investigates: Fashion’s Dirty Secrets, we’re becoming more aware
of the ethical issues surrounding the industry. More consumers and businesses are beginning to wise up. One of those
businesses is Lyfcycle, who are working to reduce textile waste and improve the traceability of fashion…
The statistics are scary. The fashion industry is ranked
the second largest polluter in the world after oil, and it’s
estimated that it’s responsible for 10% of global carbon
emissions. But it’s not just manufacturers and retailers
that are to blame for the desolation – we are too. 85%
of all the UK’s unwanted clothing is being chucked away,
attributing to 5.2% of the waste that’s currently sitting
in our landﬁlls, ready to be incinerated. They reckon that
235 million items of clothing were thrown out in the UK
in spring alone.
“We’ve got a limited amount of resources on the planet,
and any sort of waste going into landﬁll has used natural
resources to make a valuable product that we’ve just
decided isn’t valuable anymore,”says Adriana Batty,
co-founder and creative head of Lyfcycle. “We don’t
have an open end of resources, so how can we keep
creating things just to destroy them?” But the damage
caused by clothing waste is much more than just a
drain on resources – the decomposing textiles release
methane, dyes, microplastics and other nasties into the
environment.
Lyfcycle are a circular fashion solution company based
in Cropwell Bishop, just a twenty minute drive out of
the city centre. The idea for the company stemmed from
the work both Adriana and her father have done in the
clothing manufacturing ﬁeld in Bangladesh, and was
inspired by the ﬁrst-hand experience they gained dealing
with the staggering amount of textile waste. “We’ve
had ideas ﬂoating around for a couple of years, but it
was only in February this year that we started piling our
energy into designing a concept and ﬁnding a scalable
solution or useful output for this waste – waste that
most people aren’t even aware exists,” says Adriana.
Their main desire is to reduce textile waste and improve
both the transparency and traceability of the industry.
With over seventy-plus combined years of experience,
the team of three have worked to create a fullyfunctioning clothing loop, which moves fashion away
from its current disposable mentality and works towards
a zero-waste production model. To do this, Lyfcycle
have partnered with high street retailers to responsibly
manage and recycle the waste they are generating in
factories in Bangladesh. They recycle anything they

can in house, and everything else goes to third-party
partner factories, before the ﬁbres are then spun into
new material and eventually used in the manufacturing
of new garments. They’re also looking for ways to collect
post-consumer goods too, taking unwanted clothing
from buyers and beginning the process all over again.
“There’s a huge drive from consumers, especially the
younger generations, to recycle clothes, but it’s down to
innovators and businesses to make it easy,” says Adriana.

We don’t have an open end
of resources, so how can we
keep creating things just to
destroy them
The amount of clothing bought in the EU per person has
increased by 40% in a few decades, and now accounts
for between 2-10% of all environmental impact made
in the EU. Adriana believes that it’s not necessarily the
product itself that’s damaging, it’s more to do with how
consumers are disposing of the product once they are
ﬁnished that is the issue. “The challenge for these brands
that are built solely on fast fashion is that they’re not
intending to do bad. The most humbling experience of
my journey so far has been the spirit of collaboration
that exists in the industry to do things better. We’re at a
time where we’ve got the biggest brands and retailers
in the world looking to smaller start-ups to bring those
innovative solutions to the table.”
Thanks to advancements in technology, we have the
ability to purchase on-trend clothing 24 hours a day, so
our addiction to fast fashion may not be going anywhere
soon. Lyfcycle are ﬁ ghting the ﬁre by turning to tech to
educate consumers. They’re gearing up for the release
of their mobile app at the end of November, which
allows you to follow the “lyfcycle” of any garment you
purchase from their partner brands. By scanning the QR
code that appears on either the tag or label, and using
an interactive map, users can see the source of the raw
materials, the garment factory the item was produced
in, and ultimately the store of purchase. But they’re not

just focusing on consumers. Their online platform also
allows their partner brands, retailers and suppliers
to share certiﬁcates of accreditation and information
relating to the standards of their fabrics, to ensure
everyone involved in the process is actively working
towards the same goal. Their ﬁrst collaboration, with a
brand named Skopes, will hit shelves early next year.
Adriana is conﬁdent that they’re not ﬁ ghting a losing
battle – the industry is seeing increasing pressure from
consumers, especially millennials and gen-z, to change
their behaviour and the way they source garments. “We
were brought up in a society where we accept that cars
are bad for the environment, and you can almost see
the visible impact of them. But when you buy a pair of
jeans, you don’t see it. In the UK, there are policies that
dictate the necessity to recycle cardboard, or dispose
of plastics in a responsible way, but there’s no system
in place which looks at the way waste is generated from
the product itself. We need to take positive action now;
businesses need to be engaging in issues that relate to
climate change, and I want my work to be going towards
something that beneﬁts the many and not the few.
“We almost want to replicate what’s happening in the
food industry – you can follow your burger right back to
the farm, and that’s what we want to do with Lyfcycle.
We don’t need everything to come back through us;
ultimately our mission is just to spread the spirit of
recycling, and if you can do that in another way from the
advice that we’re spreading, we’re achieving what we set
out to do.”
Whether or not we as consumers are ready for it, fashion
is changing. Thanks to the growing noise from Extinction
Rebellion and other climate protesters, the industry
can’t ignore the shouts any longer. And according to
Adriana, they’re ready to listen. “We’re a very small
start-up – we started with this little idea in a tiny oﬀ ice,
and now we ﬁnd ourselves sitting at the table with some
of the biggest brands in retail. It really does ﬁll you with
hope that before long, we’ll have solutions to make the
whole industry more sustainable.”
lyfcycle.co.uk
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Since last year, more than 1,300 people have engaged
in local skate-related activities. Nottingham held
the UK’s ﬁrst city-based festival of skateboarding
– combining exhibitions, public talks and ﬁlm
screenings with skate comps and parties – Flo
Skatepark was taken into public ownership, and
we’ve been featured in international conferences
and publications. Nottingham’s skate scene already
oﬀer solutions to unloved urban spaces and acute
social challenges, yet there’s still so much left to
do. Chris Lawton of Skate Nottingham gives us an
update on recent events, and looks to the future of
skateboarding in the city…
When I talk to students or
policy makers about innovation,
they usually think of futuristic
laboratories, registered patents,
money invested in R&D, or numbers
employed in high-tech manufacturing
industries. But when I talk about
social innovation – new ways to
improve the wellbeing, education
and lifestyles of people in our city –
eyes drift to phone screens and ears
tune out.
As Nottingham’s £9 billion economy
continues to perform poorly on a
range of social justice measures,
innovative social action is more
pressing than ever. Nottingham has
the lowest level of household income
in the UK and is ranked bottom on
the Youth Opportunity Index. It has
the third lowest level of productivity
(only a little higher than Cornwall
and the Isles of Scilly), rising levels
of anxiety, and falling levels of
personal wellbeing.
The city of Preston has reversed its
fortunes through the relatively simple
strategies of leasing vacant shops
and civic buildings to cooperatives
and social enterprises, alongside
major employers’ commitment to
procure and employ locally, and has
been celebrated by the New York
Times as a model of municipal and
community innovation.
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In Nottingham’s case, it’s the
skateboarders – those toe-rags
legislated out of public spaces
since the by-law in 2000, with ‘no
skateboarding’ signs still stubbornly
in situ – who have been doing much
of the innovating necessary to
put our city in the international
spotlight as an exemplar of inclusive,
DIY urbanism.

Forty Two Shop
is a bricks ‘n’ mortar
independent that
bucks the trend of a
declining high street
because it’s so much
more than a retailer
Would you believe that more than
£500,000 has been levered in by
skatepark user groups over the last
twelve months? Nottingham’s skaters
are chairing international planning
symposiums; writing articles on
how skateboarding beneﬁts our city
for American, Asian and European
titles; appearing in BBC features and
National Lottery 25-year celebration
TV ads; representing Team GB in
Rio de Janeiro; and making some of

the city’s unloved, neglected spaces
active and lively.
To understand why, you need only
look to the city’s unique ecosystem
of organisations. Forty Two Shop is
a bricks ‘n’ mortar independent that
bucks the trend of a declining high
street because it’s so much more than
a retailer. It’s a ﬁrst and last sponsor,
unoﬀ icial youth club, event organiser
and advocate for Nottingham’s
skaters. Skaters don’t just visit to
replace a broken board or pair of
trainers, but to print up a CV, get
advice on housing or employment,
or to talk to someone who cares
when life seems overwhelming.
With the loss of youth services like
Connexions, Forty Two is not just
the best, but the only place for many
young people to spend a lunch hour
when things get tough.
Flo Indoor Skatepark temporarily
closed its doors last September,
having been run as a purely forproﬁt facility. Skaters, parents and
teachers moved fast to take it into
charitable ownership, securing a
£5,000 start-up capital from VF Corp,
whose portfolio includes Vans, one
of the highest valued shoe brands
with deep skateboarding roots. They
quickly established an ambitious
programme: a free, twice-monthly
women and girls’ night, weekly
beginners’ sessions, ‘skate and
create’ arts sessions and school
holiday provisions. The number of
registered members (c.4,000) is now
several times greater than under its
previous commercial guise, putting
well-funded, traditional club sports,
like tennis, to shame.
Skate Nottingham act as a catalyst,
fundraiser and joiner-upper. We
advise local councils on new
skateparks, ensuring that thought
goes into what happens once the
concrete dries. Skate Nottingham
won the 2017 East Midlands
Celebrating Construction ‘value’
award for King Edward Park in
Sneinton and was a ﬁnalist in two
categories for the 2019 awards for
Lady Bay Skatepark. With two years
of support from the National Lottery
Community Fund, almost thirty
people have completed a specialist
skate photography course with
The Photo Parlour, and more than
600 people of all ages have
engaged in beginners’ sessions
in local skateparks.

We advise local
councils on new
skateparks, ensuring
that thought goes
into what happens
once the concrete
dries
In our ‘unloved spaces’ campaign, we
teamed up with Long Live Southbank
– the record-breaking campaign
that saved the London Southbank
undercroft from being turned
into a Pret. Skaters sat down with
architects and landscape designers
to imagine how they might breathe
life into neglected urban spaces.
We put this into practice, working
with the Creative Quarter to brieﬂy
turn the terribly scented, deeply
unsightly space at the foot of Maid
Marian Way into a lively, welcoming
space for skaters and spectators
of all ages. All this culminated in
the Lottery-funded Skateboarding
in the City festival, where more
than 630 people skated, enjoyed

photography exhibitions, and made
their own short ﬁlms. Winners of a
ﬁlming competition were funded to
represent Nottingham in Southern
Sweden later in the summer, and we
welcomed a group of skaters from
Tampere, recently featured by
The Guardian as exemplars of skaterled regeneration.
We have a lot to learn from the
Tampere crew. Kaarikoirat (the
‘ramp dogs’), lost patience with
municipal disinterest and built
their own DIY park in the shell of a
former matchstick factory. In doing
so, they learned construction skills,
self-organisation and political
engagement that, within a few
years, enabled them to secure DIY
spaces in the city’s Hiedanranta
regeneration area and a lead role
in Tampere’s wider regeneration
activities. Kaarikoirat provide a work
experience programme for local
unemployed people with their city
council, who now work closely with
the skaters to put Tampere on
the map.
The Guardian even noted that “the
success of Kaarikoirat suggests that,
rather than expensive, large-scale
developments like casinos and
skyscrapers, it is micro-initiatives that
oﬀer smaller cities the best chance of
catalysing a vibrant urban fabric.”

They can
make an impact
on the city’s built
environment that
will long outlast the
occasional wheel or
truck scrape that so
annoys the squares
As well as returning the favour
and visiting Tampere, 2020 oﬀers
several opportunities to build on
our successes, grassroots assets
and unlikely partnerships. It’s very
possible that hometown hero Alex
Hallford will ﬂy the ﬂ ag at the
Tokyo Olympics next summer, but
closer to home, recent partnerships
with BioCity, the Renewal Trust,
Skateboard GB, the Creative Quarter
and others means that we can really
start implementing a city-wide
strategy that puts skateboarding at
the centre of an active, creative city.
There’s everything to play for. Sussex
Street, which links the train station
to the steps up to the Contemporary,
is due for major redevelopment
prior to the opening of the new
Nottingham College in September
2020. A mixed-use, active space –
co-designed by young people – is
being seriously considered. It’s a
once-in-a-generation opportunity
to call back to the area’s rich skate
heritage – it covers the remains of
the legendary Broadmarsh banks,
bulldozed in 2008 but retained
forever on magazine covers and in
the memories of several generations.
If this goes ahead, local skaters
can learn and implement design,
project management, consultation
and construction skills. And they can
make an impact on the city’s built
environment that will long outlast
the occasional wheel or truck scrape
that so annoys the squares.
skatenottingham.co.uk
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UNDER
COVER
ARTIST
to seek out traditional mentorship, and
eventually I connected to a great lineage of
painters – a truly humbling experience.
Giuseppe from Palermo was created during
my time at art school in Florence, after years
spent in the mountains in France honing my
intentions – I worked for a long time to make
that leap. Giuseppe was another artist and
my friend. He sat for me for three weeks of
mornings while I painted. The canvas was
huge, and it took swathes of agony and
ecstasy to fill it. This painting took me to the
Royal Society of Portrait Painters annual
exhibition, and got me shortlisted to portrait
the Archbishop of Canterbury.

LeftLion illustrator Jay Wilkinson gives us
the story behind the cover and poster for this
month’s issue...
Tell us a bit about yourself…
By day, I’m a chef in a busy student bar. By night, I stay up till
the late hours chasing my dream of becoming an established
illustrator. I was a guitarist in a lot of metal bands growing up, and
my focus eventually switched to the visual aspect of music. Reading
graphic novels granted me the education on holding a narrative
within my work.
What was the inspiration behind the cover?
This issue being the innovation special, the LeftLion team gave
me examples of a Rube Goldberg machine as a starting point. It
made me refer back to biomechanical and steampunk aesthetics
of art, and I took inspiration from classic science fiction movies
like Terminator and Blade Runner. As a kid, I was obsessed with H.R.
Giger’s work in Alien and his book Ar+.
The research helped find ways of uniting both mechanical and
organic forms into the work. The Atlas of Anatomy and Human Surgery
was a huge part of the artwork’s development, as well as being
a bloody disturbing thing to check out. The half-human-halfGoldberg machine was created using imagery from that book.
It also touches on points of medical sciences – for example, 3D
printing being introduced to medical fields shows a growing
innovation in the survival of humankind.
How does it compare with other projects you’ve worked on?
I really enjoyed the freedom that was given with the original brief.
One word and one visual idea that I could run with, explore and
grow. Sometimes giving too much information can prohibit the
result. I’ve had past projects where clients want something so
exact and it slowly sucks the fun out of the project from the start.

It's so difficult for an artist to choose their
favourite work. Each painting is like your baby,
forged through blood, sweat and tears. I used
to think art was something you got good at
and then just did, but over the years I learned
that artists need to go through these ups
and downs in order to create work with
real feeling.
I paint in oils for their technical handling, and
because I feel like it connects the fabric of
the past to my work. My interest in realism
painting began in 2008 where I decided

Helena Tyce
The Savoy
I’m a Scunny gal at heart. Scunthorpe isn’t as
bad as you might think. There’s always been
an incredible arts scene for a little industrial
town. John Peel used to come and DJ every
year around the time of my birthday. There
was a lot of intense sketching and listening to
The Smiths as a kid. There still is.

What was the biggest challenge that you faced creating
the piece?
It was a very labour-intensive illustration. I’m known for a lot
of detail in every part of my work. My compulsion to fill every
void with lines and dots can be a challenge in itself, but drawing
digitally and therefore having the ability to alter steps makes it so
much easier and enjoyable to me.

The Savoy was created for a solo exhibition last
year. I wanted to paint some unsung heroes
of Nottingham architecture. We’ve seen
The Council House and Wollaton recreated
so many times (and rightly so) but there’s a
lot of beauty elsewhere too. I also painted
One Thoresby Street, Lady Bay Bridge and
Broadway Cinema.

Tell us about some projects you’ve worked on in the past…
I’ve had a lot more projects thrown at me in the last couple of
years, a lot of design work for local music events. My first full
artwork was for The Five Hundred’s album Bleed Red in 2018. It was
a huge learning curve for me, back in the days of scanning pen
and ink drawings, and editing them on a clunky Photoshop. It was
a mammoth task for someone who had zero idea of how to even
approach the project.

I trained in design so I often work in individual
elements which I paint, print, draw and
collage digitally. The exhibition was all
originals – no mucking about and tweaking
on the Mac afterwards. It gave me a lot of
freedom to work into and collage over certain
parts as the piece progressed. It was a more
organic process.

What have you got planned for the future?
I plan to grasp any opportunities that come my way. I’d love to
create for some big events in Nottingham, and to showcase my
work to potential new clients.

I think art always needs some unexpected
detail and words are great for that. They
take the viewer into the piece a little bit
further. I knew I wanted to pay homage to
Nottingham’s film history but it was tricky
choosing when there are so many good Shane
Meadows films. A Room for Romeo Brass had to
be on there as one of my all-time favourites,
so I stuck it on the listings board.

It’d be great to create some artwork for more established bands –
maybe even shows at Rock City. I’ve been absorbed in the music
scene here for such a long time, so it’d be an incredible goal
to achieve.
mindlines.uk
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Robin Perko
Giuseppe from Palermo
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There aren't very many traditional portrait
painters left. These days I paint landscapes
and still lifes too, and I get a huge creative
boost from teaching. I run atelier-style
sessions, with collective learning in the
tradition of old European art schools. In
the summer my students ask for landscape
tuition, in the winter, portraits. Sometimes
someone gets really keen and books me
for individual tuition on a subject or place,
and that's always great, to facilitate such
enthusiasm - and like historic ateliers, we
learn from each other.
Robin's new exhibition, atelier@broadway, runs from
Friday 8 - Wednesday 13 November at Broadway
Cinema gallery. All paintings will be for sale.
instagram.com/paintslosher
facebook.com/robinperko.artist

My husband is a writer (@rhymenoreason) and
we do quite a few collaborations – he pens
all the poetry that features in my work. He’s a
bit like a modern-day Pam Ayres, which he’ll
take as a compliment. If you need a Brexit or
socialist Valentine card, he’s your man.
I have plans to make Christmas crackers. If
I see another useless, tiny plastic comb on
the dinner table I’ll scream, so I’ve created
illustrated Nottingham eco-crackers. They
include crap jokes and hats – put your own
mini brandy in and Bob’s your uncle.
helenatyce.com

interview: Alex Kuster
photo: Tom Morley

Nottingham has plenty of things to be proud of. Our roots being one of them; history
is so deeply embedded in many of the things that we all love about this city. But the
narrative isn’t fully complete. Historian Norma Gregory has spent the past few years
unearthing the untold stories of several black coal miners who lived and worked in the
UK. We spoke to her about her new exhibition, Digging Deep: Coal Miners of African Carribean
Heritage which features photos, audio recordings and oral histories that have previously
been left unheard…
Tell us a little bit about the exhibition...
The exhibition is currently at The National Coalmining Museum in Wakefield. It’s
been a multi-level, multi-pronged, all-hands-involved project. We have interviewed
over 67 miners in total so far – we have a database of over 200 names, and that’s
all come from word of mouth. We found that most coronary records were disposed
of following the strikes, so there’s hardly any in-depth personnel records. We’ve
had put the word out through the radio and television to get people thinking. Those
involved have donated artefacts, letters and photos of miners and their families. It’s
been a national effort and it is ongoing.

about them. I personally don’t think it was deliberate, they just weren’t considered
significant. I’ve unearthed their stories to bring a new dimension to history.
Nowadays, the presentation of history is changing. People are demanding other
voices to be heard, and museums are trying to address the issue of how history has
been presented.

The initial challenge was being told that there were no black miners – I had one
in my family, so I knew there was. It’s about challenging the narrative of a whitedominated profession. I don’t even think I’ve scratched the surface of it yet, and
I’ve been looking at black history for 25 years. My purpose is to use my time to help
preserve history, regardless of race, to make history richer and more honest. I think
that’s what people want, especially young people – they won’t tolerate anything
less.

Digging Deep: Miners of African Carribbean Heritage is at the National Coalmining Museum in
Wakefield until January 2020.

In December, the High Commissioner of Jamaica will come to visit the exhibition,
which is amazing. We’ve organised a coach of miners to come for that. It’ll be great,
and will hopefully make them feel appreciated.

blackcoalminers.com

What sort of stories have you come across?
Stories of migration, mainly; many of the older miners came to England in the fifties
with no experience of mining at all. They had to quickly learn and then do the job for
thirty years. It’s been interesting to learn of that process of determination, resilience
and tolerance. The younger ones are aged around sixty to seventy now – a lot of
them worked through the strikes. They had tough experiences as well; a lot of the
black miners spoke about the police treating them differently.
The strike was a difficult period, and it still is. I go to different mining communities
all over the country and the pain and anger is still there. A lot of the older ones felt
that they didn’t want to be on the picket line, as they didn’t want to be stuck in the
middle of something that they already felt they weren’t a part of. Mining history isn’t
all about the strike. We have mined in this country for hundreds of years, and the
strike was just a year of that. But the strikes seem to be the main talking point, which
is a shame.
Although some of the black miners felt as though they were treated differently
by the police, was there still some sense of brotherhood underground?
It was a job that literally depended on teamwork. If someone didn’t know what they
were doing, that person could cost the whole team their lives. All the miners spoke
about why they took the job mining; there was ample work after the effects of WWI
and WWII, but mining paid better than other professions, and they were sending
money home.

I don’t even think I’ve scratched the surface
of it yet, and I’ve been looking at black history
for 25 years
How many coal miners were estimated to be non-white?
It’s hard to know the exact figure; when pits were being shut down, a lot of the
records were just dumped inside the mines and have been cemented over. They’re all
buried under the ground now. At the turn of the century, there were 950 working coal
mines in this country. On my record right now, I’ve got around 240 miners, but that is
only through word of mouth. A lot of them are ill and passing away, so this is urgent
history that I’m trying to preserve.
What have you found specifically in Nottinghamshire?
We’ve found fifty-plus collieries in Nottinghamshire – through this project we’ve
discovered that almost half had black workers. The colliery with the most is Gedling,
which was nicknamed the ‘Pit of Nations’ because of its diverse workforce. They’ve
recently unveiled a mosaic on Gedling Country Park that features at least thirty flags
around it.
From your research, are there any individual stories that really stood out?
There was a miner in Doncaster who sadly passed away in December, and he was
present at the Bentley Colliery Disaster that happened in November 1978. Seven
men died on the train crash, and his story was really poignant and sad. It just goes
to show the danger of the job – these men sacrificed a lot and they survived a lot.
They’ve not really been formally acknowledged by the government, and that needs
to be done.
It’s a big part of history that’s been neglected...
Yes, it’s undocumented. In 2012, I interviewed two black miners for my book
Jamicans in Nottingham. In the other mining books that I’ve read, I would guess that
only a couple feature an image of a black miner. I don’t think anyone really thought
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The Serif of Nottingham
Five years ago, during the fall of 2014, two revolutions were about to start: the now-famous Umbrella Movement
protests in Hong Kong, and the launch of Aﬀinity Designer, developed by Nottingham-based company Serif. Aﬀinity
Creative Suite – complete with the launch of Aﬀinity Photo in 2015 and Aﬀinity Publisher in 2019 – would eventually
provide an interesting and aﬀordable alternative to the mastodon Adobe Creative Suite...
The Aﬀ inity apps have now been downloaded over 2
million times. In 2018, Serif sales grew 18%, almost
tripling their proﬁts since 2015. More recently, they
were included in the 2019 Sunday Times Proﬁt Track,
and ranked at #11 in the Grant Thornton East Midlands
200, which lists companies showing the biggest yearon-year rise in proﬁt. In Nottinghamshire, Serif was
ranked #2 after Games Workshop. All of this sounds a
bit like a Forbes article, so you’re probably imagining
a corporate company full of boring people in suits and
sleep-deprived employees. But this couldn’t be further
from the truth.
Even though Serif has been going since 1987, not
many are aware they’re locals – it was only when I
casually noticed the “©2019 Serif, Nottingham, United
Kingdom” at the footer of their newsletter that I
realised myself. Their oﬀ ice is situated in Nottingham
South & Wilford Industrial Estate in West Bridgford.
From the outside, there is nothing really remarkable
about the facilities, it’s just another building in a
bland industrial zone, from which the most attractive
feature is a small coﬀee truck and some picnic tables
alongside the road.
But walk through the doors and you’ve reached
another world. Each area looks diﬀerent: there are
ﬂoating seats in the lounge, the walls of the cafe are
covered in wood to make it look like a real pub, and
there’s even an arcade – where Matt Priestley, the
project manager, apparently spends most of his time.
There’s a big warehouse on one side of the building,
dating back to the time when they had to store physical
copies of the software. They are still debating on what
this huge space will become; some are championing
a gym, whereas I would suggest a cinema. Most
importantly though, I didn’t clock anyone in a suit.
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Serif’s creative director, Neil Ladkin, explains that the
building was designed to make people feel at ease:
“I wanted to create something that feels a bit magical
when you walk through the door.” They also encourage
their staﬀ to use the space how they feel best, whether
that’s working at your desk or in the lounge or cafe. “If
people are happy, productivity will come. You don’t
need to strap people to a chair, that won’t work,” says
Neil. “We want things to be born from creativity.”

If people are happy,
productivity will come. You
don’t need to strap people to
a chair, that won’t work
It’s this philosophy that has made the Aﬀ inity apps
such a success. Like the facilities, the products are
designed to ﬁt their user’s needs. “Our aim is for the
user experience to be magical, with nothing getting
in the way during the creative process. If the user
thinks about what the app is doing, the magic’s
gone,” explains Neil. Matt adds, “When ideas are only
exposed to your team, it’s easy to lose track of what
the users may want. Because your teammates know
what you’re trying to do, it’s easy to reach a point of
self satisfaction.” This sparked the strong relationship
Serif has built with Nottingham’s creative community
over the past few years.
This relationship with users started with public beta for
Aﬀ inity Designer, to which Matt attributes the success
of the product. “We’ve got engagement from some
talented artists, and we actually listened to what they
said and made the changes.” In the beginning,

Designer was more his own product – shortcuts were
diﬀerent, and the tools acted diﬀerently. “But during
the public beta, some common expectations came
to light due to users’ workﬂow and habits, and we
realised that there are certain industry standards. You
won’t be adopted in people’s workﬂows if yours is
really diﬀerent.”
Essentially, Aﬀ inity developed from a combination of
the Serif team’s twenty years of experience, and the
open discussion with their ideal customers. “Hopefully
that helped us came with something more mature
than normal for a ﬁrst version,” says Matt. But the tight
relationship with users doesn’t stop here.
“This human interaction keeps you passionate about
what you’re doing, and makes it real. We want to
engage with the wider art community through our
space,” says Neil. “It’s not entirely ﬁnished yet, and
we’re not quite sure what it will be, but we could host
exhibitions or events.
We imagine having a photographer here, a digital
artist or sculptor over there and we can stream their
performances online; a local artist can come in here
and then reach millions of people with his performance
– there’s nowhere else in Nottingham you can do that.”
Serif is undoubtedly one of the most successful and
interesting companies in Nottingham, and they don’t
plan to rest on their laurels. The pair reckon that every
day in the oﬀ ice, they hear about ideas of potential
new apps to complete the suite. But, with time, their
philosophy and their passion, Serif stands a chance of
becoming a staple stomping ground for Nottingham’s
creative community.
serif.com/en-gb
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The Word is Out

When we hear the word innovation, we often think of scientiﬁc breakthroughs. But innovation isn’t always
technological advancements – it can also be taking creative risks, making new forms of poetry, art or writing.
Nottingham has seen an increase in LGBT+ writing and creative events in the past year, so we sat down with lesbian
ﬁction writer Lise Gold and author, development editor and one half of the writing-consultancy collective Global
Wordsmiths, Victoria Villasenor, to discuss their work...

Lise Gold

Victoria Villasenor

Can you tell me about your most recent
work?
Living sends a message of love and hope while
addressing poignant and pressing topics of
depression and suicide. It's a slow-burn, comingout romance about loss, love and life.

What led to the creation of the Bold Strokes
book festival?
Bold Strokes Books is a publishing house. Ten years
ago, one of our authors wanted to do a book signing
and reading, so we got several of our UK authors
together. That was the beginning, and a decade later
it’s the longest running LGBTQ book festival in the
UK. Last year we collaborated with Waterstones and
Writing Proud to extend the festival into the whole
week before. We had independent authors, Polari
workshops and panels, poets, and children’s
ﬁction authors.

Depression is a terrible aﬀ liction that
unfortunately many people have experienced and
can relate to, but I wanted to highlight the fact that
it can be overcome, and I aim to send my readers
away with hope and smiles in their hearts.
Out of all of your titles, what is your favourite?
I’d have to say Living, because it’s still fresh in my mind. As with any craft, you
improve over time, so I feel my writing ﬂows best in this one. Depression was a
diﬀ icult subject to write about, but the book carries a message of hope. It also
reached number one in the lesbian ﬁction and lesbian romance charts on Amazon
for four weeks.

What has the response been like?
The festival has grown year on year; we have people who come every year, and
lots of new people too. I think the most amazing response is from the people it
means so much to – those reading about LGBTQ+ characters they can connect
with and connecting with other people who understand what it feels like to be
seen and accepted. It’s incredibly powerful.

Which of your characters do you most identify with?
I think there's a little of me in all my characters, but if I had to pick one, probably
Lily from my debut novel, Lily’s Fire. I didn’t realise I was gay until I was 27, and Lily
goes through the same experience. I wouldn't say her character was based on
me, but there are deﬁnitely similarities.

How has the market changed since the festival began?
We’ve seen so many young readers coming along. Uni students get really excited
about the books, even though they’re living in a society that is arguably more
accepting than the one our older readers came out in twenty years ago.

How would you describe your writing process?
I usually travel to the place where the book is set and start writing there. It tends
to inspire me and enable me to put myself in my character’s shoes. I always start
with some names, but other than that I just write away and see the story takes
me. Sometimes I have a topic I'd like to delve into, like addiction in Fireflies. I
always research the subject in depth, so I make sure I talk to the right specialists
in order to handle it appropriately.

How did your collaboration with the National Justice Museum
come about?
Through our writing consultancy, Global Wordsmiths, Nicci Robinson and myself
work with lots of great organisations to get their staﬀ and students writing. The
British Museum chose Nottingham and the NJM as one of its four exhibition
stops – we came up with a book of stories told by members of Nottinghamshire’s
LGBTQ+ community, loosely based on their experience of the exhibition. We had
forty people take part, and 28 stories published.

What brought you to Nottingham?
My wife and I moved here for my job. I’d never been to Nottingham before and
had absolutely no expectations, but we've grown to love the city.
Nottingham has a lot of great places but I tend to stick to what I know. I like to
write at Coco Tang Cafe, on the roof terrace. There are also several amazing
Middle Eastern restaurants on Alfreton Road. The pub I visit the most is probably
The Dragon, just oﬀ Market Square.
In your opinion, what is the UK like to live in, as an LGBT woman?
I think it's great. I've personally never had any negative experiences here. I know
that I've been lucky, since there are so many others who are discriminated
against daily. I think Nottingham is a very open-minded city where anyone
would feel welcome.
lisegold.com

How did you ﬁnd working with ﬁrst-time writers for the book?
At Global Wordsmiths, we believe everyone has a voice and everyone has a story.
The only things people are lacking is conﬁdence and maybe some of the tools.
We help with the tools, and conﬁdence always follows. We’ve worked with the
LGBT+ kids at OutBurst, and we’ve also done a book with the young people at
Transforme; both groups were outstanding. They really laid their hearts on the
table, and the support they gave each other through the process was beautiful.
What are you planning for the 2020 festivals?
The festival will take place Saturday 6 - Sunday 7 June, and we’ll have authors
from all over Europe, as well as some from the US and from Australia. If anyone
wants to be involved we’d love to hear from them. Thom Seddon at Writing Proud
does an annual festival as well, which often features lots of great poets.
globalwords.co.uk
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Get the party poppers out - one of our city’s most beloved music venues is celebrating the big 2-0 this
month. For two decades, The Bodega has been hosting emerging and established musicians from across
the globe, as well as serving as a damn good nightclub, and boasting one of the most stellar beer gardens
in town.
With a knack for hosting massive acts before they strike the big time, The Bodega occupies a special
place in the hearts of locals, students and music fans alike. To honour all that’s cracked oﬀ between those
hallowed walls over the past twenty years, Promotions Manager Sam Keirl and Production Manager
Maddy Chamberlain rounded up some highlights from across The Bodega family – from those who pull
pints of Bodega lager, to those who book the bands...
“There are so many good ones that it’s really hard to squeeze it down
to ﬁ ve. It’s crazy to think that bands come to us and play to around 200
people in Nottingham, and then a couple of years later, they can headline
Glastonbury. It’s exciting to see who’ll be next.”

“From Saint Raymond getting a Top 10 album to Amber Run touring the US,
there’s a lot of Notts-born music to be proud of. D.I.D and Do Nothing have
spent probably 90% of their formative years between our four walls, while
Georgie has brought her gorgeous tunes to us many a time.”

“The raucous ones are always the best. These ﬁ ve gigs certainly tested
the ﬂooring of the upstairs room, but seeing bands like IDLES and Arctic
Monkeys causing the best kind of carnage is a sight to behold. If the ﬂoor is
shaking, it’s a sign of good things to come.”

“There are deﬁnitely lots of names to be looking out for. With a gig on most
nights, we see a lot of amazing bands. Some go on to huge things and some
stay underground hidden gems – each of them diﬀerent in their own right.”

To mark the occasion, The Bodega are throwing a series of 20th birthday gigs, including a massive
hometown show from Kagoule on Sunday 1 December, who will be joined by a thrilling lineup of
equally special guests.
bodeganottingham.com
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Gig Guide
FOR TICKETS AND INFO VISIT ALTTICKETS.COM

Rock City
FRI.01.NOV.19

Thrice
& Refused

Beat The
Streets
SUN.26.JAN.20
VARIOUS VENUES

T
SAT.02.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Of Monsters
And Men
T
TUE.05.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Rival Sons
SAT.09.NOV.19

Brian Fallon

& The Howling
Weather
WED.20.MAY.20
ROCK CITY

Riding
The Low
SAT.09.NOV.19

Y&T

MON.11.NOV.19

The
Amazons

THU.14.NOV.19

Airbourne
FRI.15.NOV.19

Metronomy
T
SAT.16.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Jake Bugg
SUN.17.NOV.19

Sick Joy
WED.20.NOV.19

Feeder

THU.21.NOV.19

Theory

FRI.22.NOV.19

Glass
Caves

FOR FULL LISTINGS VISIT
ROCK-CITY.CO.UK

T
TUE.26.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Sam Fender
WED.27.NOV.19

The Wonder
Stuff
T
FRI.29.NOV.19
SOLD OU

The
Darkness
T
SAT.30.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Happy
Mondays
SUN.01.DEC.19

Skid Row
T
MON.02.DEC.19
SOLD OU

Lewis
Capaldi

T
THU.05.DEC.19
SOLD OU

T
FRI.01.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Palace

SUN.03.NOV.19

Being As
An Ocean
MON.04.NOV.19

FRI
13TH
MAR
2020

The Regrettes
RESCUE ROOMS

Phil
Campbell
And The
Bastard
Sons
TUE.05.NOV.19

Jamie
Lenman
WED.06.NOV.19

James Blunt

Hang
Massive

FRI.08.NOV.19

Mad Dog
Mcrea
SAT.09.NOV.19

Little
Comets
SUN.10.NOV.19

As It Is

MON.11.NOV.19

Yonaka

TUE.12.NOV.19

Elder
Island

T
WED.13.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Maisie
Peters

THU.14.NOV.19

The
Bluetones
MON.18.NOV.19

Blood Red
Shoes
TUE.19.NOV.19

Jaws

THU.21.NOV.19

Do Nothing
FRI.22.NOV.19

Gaz
Brookfield
And The
Company
Of Thieves

THU.20.FEB.20
MOTORPOINT ARENA

Funke And
The Two
Tone Baby
T
SAT.02.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Spector

Georgie

SUN.03.NOV.19

Skerryvore
MON.04.NOV.19

Larkins
WED.06.NOV.19

CC
Smugglers
THU.07.NOV.19

THU.06.FEB.20
METRONOME

Swimming
Tapes

T
FRI.08.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Twisted
Wheel
SAT.09.NOV.19

Daniel
Wakeford
SUN.10.NOV.19

Fatherson
WED.13.NOV.19

Willie
J Healey
THU.14.NOV.19

The Hooten
Hallers
SAT.16.NOV.19

Sheelanagig

Dan Reed
Network

FRI.06.DEC.19

The
Wildhearts
TUE.10.DEC.19

The
Wedding
Present

T
FRI.20.DEC.19
SOLD OU

Clutch

SAT.21.DEC.19

New Model
Army

SAT.29.FEB.20

Big Thief
ROCK CITY

T
SAT.11.JAN.20
SOLD OU

T
FRI.13.DEC.19
SOLD OU

Devin
Townsend
SAT.14.DEC.19

Bury
Tomorrow

Fontaines
D.C.

SUN.24.NOV.19

SAT
14TH
MAR
2020

SAT.08.FEB.20

Starset

TUE.25.FEB.20

The
Sherlocks

FOR FULL LISTINGS VISIT
RESCUEROOMS.COM

Gabrielle
Aplin
ROCK CITY

WED.04.DEC.19

Sports
Team

Planes
Mistaken
For Stars

MON.25.NOV.19

Tiger
Army

THU.05.DEC.19

TUE.26.NOV.19

Whitney
FRI.29.NOV.19

Pearl Jam
UK
MON.02.DEC.19

Abstract
Orchestra
Plays
MF Doom
FRI.06.DEC.19

Temples

TUE.10.DEC.19

The National
+ Jenny Lewis

MOTORPOINT ARENA

SAT.07.DEC.19

A Certain
Ratio

Last In
Line

SUN.08.DEC.19

T
TUE.03.DEC.19
SOLD OU

The Chats

The Bodega
FRI.01.NOV.19

SUN.15.DEC.19

Dermot
Kennedy

Rescue Rooms

Staff Pick

WSTR

FOR FULL LISTINGS VISIT
BODEGANOTTINGHAM.COM

SUN.17.NOV.19

T
THU.28.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Distant Blue The Orielles
& Working
MON.18.NOV.19
Men's Club
Blanco
The Bodega 20th
White
Anniversary
SAT.23.NOV.19

Mollie
Ralph

T
SUN.24.NOV.19
SOLD OU

Badflower
MON.25.NOV.19

Jay Som
TUE.26.NOV.19

George
Gretton

SAT.30.NOV.19

Stealing
Sheep

The Bodega 20th
Anniversary
SUN.01.DEC.19

Kagoule

Sancho Panza
Nactus Kunan
Black Mustard
The Bodega 20th
Anniversary

MON.02.DEC.19

Ben
Ottewell
TUE.03.DEC.19

Lowkey

THE BODEGA
FRI.10.APR.20

Hot Snakes
WED.04.DEC.19

Vinnie
Caruana
THU.05.DEC.19

Elles Bailey
T
FRI.06.DEC.19
SOLD OU

The Paper
Kites
SAT.07.DEC.19

George
Gadd

The Night
Cafe
THU.16.APR.20
ROCK CITY

Confetti
Presents
photos: Courtesy of CMG

All the cool kids go to Confetti. Everyone
knows that. These days, though, it’s
so much more than a college; Confetti
Institute of Creative Technologies is just
one arm of the monolith of organisations
that make up Confetti Media Group.
There’s learning-space design company
Constellations, Spool Films, Antenna
Media Centre, Denizen Recordings, Notts
TV, and most recently the hottest venue
in town, Metronome. This year, CMG is
shining silver after turning 25 years old,
so here we take a look at just some of
the bricks that’ve built up the kingdom
over the years...
1994
Confetti Studios opens its doors. Fourteen students begin
studying sound engineering in a single recording studio,
taught by a handful of staff.
2001
Spool Films launches, part of the Confetti Media Group
– offering sound post-production services to film and TV
companies. One of their first clients is Shane Meadows for
Dead Man’s Shoes, and they’ve continued working with him up
until his latest project The Virtues for Channel 4.
2006
Confetti’s first Industry Week. Industry Week is an annual
event where the student timetable is replaced with
inspirational talks, workshops, and seminars from top
industry names. Industry Week has put on over 1000 events
and welcomed over 300 top industry names including:
Shane Meadows, Nick Broomfield, Vicky McClure, Michael
Eavis, Greg Dyke, Professor Green, Chase and Status,
Sleaford Mods, Greg Dyke, Joe Dempsie, Stacey Dooley,
Rockstar Games, Creators of Rocket, and Aardman
Animations, to name a few.
2010
Denizen Recordings forms. Record label, artist
management company, and music publishing operation.
Denizen was created to discover and develop emerging
musical talent, supporting them into successful careers in
the music industry.
2014
Ey up me duck. Notts TV launches on Freeview, and Confetti
Media Group is part of the consortium to do it. Students on
NTU’s broadcast journalism courses, and Confetti’s Film and
TV course, have helped broadcast more than 3840 hours of
original TV and more than 51 interns now have jobs working
for major broadcasters.
2015
Craig Chettle sells Confetti Media Group to Nottingham
Trent University. This new partnership heralds the start of
significant investment in Confetti – massively expanding its
footprint with new buildings, studios and classrooms. In the
same breath, Confetti Media Group launches the inaugural
Nottingham Poetry Festival with Henry Normal.
2018
In little over a year, a former abandoned Post Office
building and car park is transformed into Nottingham’s
newest venue, Metronome. By day, it’s the most incredible
place to study music performance, live events and audio
and music technology. By night, it’s the home of an eclectic
mix of live music, spoken word and interactive events.
2019
The year of anniversaries. Notts TV turns five, Antenna turns
ten, and Confetti turns 25. Happy birthday, everyone.
Follow the anniversary activity using the hashtag #confetti25
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Mental Health: Depression
Each month, Notes from a Mental Health Nurse examines and explains a
different mental health disorder, and offers help and advice to those who may be
struggling. This time, she’s delved into depression…
Maybe it’s because of my job, but I always roll my eyes
when I hear people say things like “I was so depressed this
weekend when it rained!” People tend to think of it as just
being sad, but it’s so much more than that. The reality is
that depression is pervasive and life changing.
Depression can feel like a physical illness. Not sleeping,
losing your appetite and being unable to concentrate are
just a few symptoms. I know that these warning signs
frequently occur at times of stress or when life is hectic. In
depression, however, the symptoms persist for weeks and
do not subside.
It can feel like you need recharging as your life-battery is
almost running flat. If that’s not bad enough, there is often
a lack of pleasure in things that you once loved; football,
films, food. Everything becomes laboured and too much
like hard work, having to put in twice the effort to get half
the results.
Suicidal thoughts are not unusual if you are depressed.
It’s as if our minds are seeking solutions no matter how

illustration: Leosaysays

unpalatable. Not sharing our worries only magnifies the
perceived problem and denies us the chance to seek other
resolutions.
I may have made this sound far too negative and that
was not my intention. Depression is very treatable with
talking therapy, medication or both. Many people can
manage their symptoms by confiding in friends or family
or accessing online support and information. Help
is available, and reaching out can make you feel less
hopeless and alone.
Depression Self Help Group, Nottingham
Phone 0115 911 1661, Monday - Friday, 9am - 1pm
Evening sessions available
Self-refer to Primary Care Mental Health Services:
Insight Healthcare, Trent PTS or Let’s Talk Wellbeing
Speak to your GP

illustration: Liv Auckland
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DOUGHNOTTSOFFICIAL.COM

#DOUGHNOTTS
14 King St, Nottingham, NG1 2AS

Mixed, glazed & crafted by hand

From the company that brought you The Gruffalo and the Snail and the Whale

Part of the University
of Nottingham

28 November – 8 December
& 24 – 31 December
Djanogly Theatre, Lakeside Arts
Suitable for ages 3+
lakesidearts.org.uk/snowdragon
0115 846 7777
#SnowDragon
Join the conversation @LakesideArts

The perfect theatre show for small children with big imaginations”

The Upcoming

FOOD AND DRINK

FOOD REVIEW
Prickly Pear
With its cool, contemporary setting, simplistic,
stylish décor and open-plan kitchen, Prickly Pear
on Mansfield Road has quickly established itself
as a must-visit for meat-free diners in Notts.
More than happy to break the myth that living a
vegan lifestyle means eating nothing but healthy
food, their wickedly enticing menu gives those
who have missed the guilty satisfaction of fast
food a chance to indulge, all in the knowledge
that no animals were harmed for the sake of your
taste buds.

Bird & Blend Tea Co. is an independent, award-winning tea company
on a mission to reimagine tea. Started by Krisi Smith and her mate
Mike, the business began in the bedroom of a house in Nuthall, and
their range of over 200 teas now sit pretty in their eight physical UK
stores...
What makes Bird & Blend different from other
tea brands?
We’re a young, caring and exciting Tea Mixology
company that mix up the most creative and
flavourful tea blends. We have a huge range, and
we’re proud to say we have the largest selection
of matcha in the world. There’s a tea for everyone
– even for the people who say they don’t like tea.
Nothing brings people together like sharing a pot
of tea.
How have things changed at Bird & Blend in the
past year?
Our biggest change would have to be our change
in name and branding, going from Bluebird Tea
Co to Bird & Blend Tea Co. We were challenged by
a big company who use part of our name in one
of their restaurants and they own the trademark
across a range of classes, including the one
covering dry packs of tea!
We don’t want you to think we gave up without
a fight though. We spent a big chunk of time
and resources trying to fight to keep our name.
We tried a lot of options – including offering to
become their tea supplier. However, we saw this a
great opportunity to get creative. We have worked
with our customers and our team to really bring
together what is special to us, keeping some of
the old but bringing in a bit of new. Since last April
we’ve opened four more stores and have been
continuing to build on our local customer fan base

scratch to now having eight stores, especially in
today’s climate. Our reputation for great customer
service is another big achievement – it proves that
we not only have a good product, but also provide
a great experience.
How do you come up with new flavours?
I always carry a notebook with me as I’m
constantly inspired by things I see day to day. For
instance, when I nip to the supermarket and spark
an idea down the cereal aisle, or I’m at a cocktail
bar and trying delicious flavour combinations. I
also get ideas from our customers who often come
up with great names or concepts.
What have you got coming up for the festive
season?
We’ve got lots of new festive products coming out
which we’re all super excited about, especially our
advent calendar. For the time we're hosting build
your own advent calendar events in our stores.
We’re also supporting Time to Talk Befriending
for our ChariTEA this quarter, which is all about
helping those aged 65+ combat loneliness. Vicky’s
Sponge Cake is their chosen tea, so 100% of the
profits will be donated to them.
Also, we’ll be running a CommuniTEA Knit In
events on Thursday 21 November – everyone’s
welcome to bring their own yarn and create a
granny square pouch to give to the ChariTEA, and
bag a free cup of tea on arrival.
5 Victoria Street, NG1 2EW
birdandblendtea.com

It’s difficult to pick a favourite part of a meal as
faultlessly tasty as ours was but, if pushed, it
would be hard to look past their indulgent biscoff
milkshake. Creamy, dreamy and tasty beyond
description, it could well be the best dairy-free
milkshake I’ve ever tried.
As one of the fastest-growing consumer markets
in the UK, Prickly Pear feels like it has arrived at
the perfect time for those living a vegan lifestyle.
The restaurant is relaxed and welcoming, the
staff are friendly and attentive, the prices are
reasonable, and the food is sumptuous. Whether
you eat meat or not, it’s definitely worth checking
out. Ashley Carter
Prickly Pear, 127 Mansfield Road, NG1 3FQ
pricklypearcafe.co.uk

Food for thought

What's been Bird & Blend's biggest
achievement so far?
I’m really proud to have gone from packing tea in
our back bedroom and building Bird & Blend from

We kicked off our culinary journey with some
genius homemade seitan BBQ ‘ribs’ (£8.50)
which, having gone more than a decade without
trying the real thing, were more than enough
to satisfy the rib-lover in me. Although served
without a bone, the deliciously juicy seitan is
shaped in a way that would trick anyone. We
were also treated to their sumptuous Attack of
the Mac burger (£10), a buttermilk fried seitan
burger with homemade purple coleslaw, cheddar
cheese, bacon, and crispy fried onions, all topped
with a mountain of luscious, creamy mac
and cheese.

New Menu

To Follow

George’s Great British Kitchen
Whether you’re veggie or craving a fish feast, want to
be traditional or adventurous, George’s caters for all
with their autumn menu. From fish and chips to chicken
masala pies, to spicy vegetable curries, they’ve got
everything you could want to warm you through

Fox Café
If you want a hot coffee to warm your cockles through
these autumn months, or a cheeky lunch out with a
glass of Sauvignon, this homely little café is the place
for you. Their Instagram pictures are guaranteed to add
wholesome vibes and tasty food to your feed.

georgesgreatbritishkitchen.co.uk

@foxcafe_nottingham

Event

Artisan Food Fair – Saturday 17 November
The Artisan Food Fair returns to Easton Walled Gardens.
There will be twenty hand-picked stores of artisan
producers showcasing their delicious food and drink,
with everything from speciality meats to handmade
confectionery. Admission also includes full access to the
gardens.

FOOD REVIEW

hipster coffees

Pokewaves
If you absolutely must traipse around a shopping
centre for hours during your leisure time, then
it’s essential that you get yourself fuelled up
and retail ready. You need the energy to brave
the bright lights and grey faces the children on
sugar highs and the elderly on mobility devices.
Skip past all the chains and multinationals –
most of them are just different takes on deep
fried rubbish anyway – and build yourself an
awesome poke bowl at Pokewaves, just outside
Nottingham Street Food Club.
Poke, meaning to thinly slice or cut crossways
into pieces, is traditional to Hawaiian fishermen
who would garnish small pieces of their fresh
catch with a variety of native and Japaneseinfluenced ingredients, to create a spankingly
fresh working lunch. It’s a build-your-own format
– although there are a selection of signature
combinations that the house has engineered.
A base of sushi rice, brown rice, soba noodles
or leafy greens followed by a protein, including
wasabi salmon, teriyaki chicken and miso tofu.

Honeycomb Mocha – Blend

This one's for all you Pooh Bears out there. The name just oozes cosiness, and the
drink is lovely too. It mixes honeycomb with rich cocoa and a shot of coffee – the
sweet-toothed dream you never knew you needed.
@blendnottingham

Spanish Latte – Wired

You don’t need to sashay around wearing a flamenco dress to sip on this. Condensed
milk is stuff from the milky gods, and it turns your coffee into summat ultra sweet
and tasty. If you’re after a sugar hit without it being overbearing, this is the
good stuff.
@wiredcafebar

Espresso and Tonic – The Specialty Coffee Shop

You’ve heard of G&T. But have you heard of E&T? No, not the lovely alien friend. The
bitter taste of espresso gets a refreshing makeover from the bubbly taste of tonic.
You’ll never go back to gin again.
@thespecialtycoffeeshop

At this point you can go wild with your four
toppings – pick from fresh vegetables, fruit,
crispy seaweed and herbs, as well as Japaneseinspired options such as kimchi, masago (fish roe)
and pickled ginger. Add your sauce, and finish
with a crispy garnish, such as shallots or the more
intriguing bonito flakes.
Regardless of the direction your taste buds
choose, you’re guaranteed to sit down with a
big bowl of healthy, hearty and flavoursome
ingredients for around eight quid, which is highly
decent. You’re now ready to tackle anything the
shopping centre throws your way... except the
Disney Store, maybe. Ash Dilks

Activated Charcoal Latte – No.12 Hounds Gate

Alright, we know this ain’t got coffee in it. But if you stick latte in the name, we’re
gonna stick you on the list anyway. Apparently this is detoxing, anti-aging, and will
keep you fit as fiddlesticks. Right-o.
@no12houndsgate

Pokewaves, Intu Victoria Centre, NG1 3PA
pokewaves.co.uk

Japanese Ice Brew – Outpost Coffee

It’s the technique that makes it Japanese, rather than the flavour – it’s brewed with
hot water directly onto ice. If you’re after a chilled coffee affair, this one will sort
you out.
@outpostcoffeeroasters

Must Try Dish

Chicken wings in a sweet chilli and sesame jam,
coriander (£6.75) – Escabeche
A plate full of Eastern flavours, with a bit of a kick. The
chicken is moist with a fantastically crispy skin, and a
sauce full of flavour – not too spicy, either. Ask for extra
bread to mop up.
barescatapas.co.uk

Pink Latte – Effy

This Instagram-friendly gaff is pinker than Barbie’s wardrobe, so of course it has
a hot beverage of the same shade. This too is sans coffee, but has a delightfully
sweet beetroot taste and is topped with rose petals.
@effynottingham

FEATURING OVER
50 ARTISTS ACROSS
MULTIPLE STAGES

GET TICKETS:
ALTTICKETS.COM
GIGANTIC.COM
SEETICKETS.COM

BEATTHESTREETSUK.COM
#BEATTHESTREETS

IMPROVING THE LIVES
OF HOMELESS PEOPLE
IN NOTTINGHAM
ALL PROCEEDS GOING TO FRAMEWORK INCLUDING BAR, TICKETS & MERCH

SUNDAY 26TH JANUARY

ROCK CITY / RESCUE ROOMS / THE BODEGA / ROUGH TRADE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
BEATTHESTREETSUK

BEAT_STREETS_

BEAT_STREETS_

Vega Bay
Rubiales (EP)
The heavily anticipated second EP from these local indie
rockers boasts a collection of silken, charming and
self-exploratory tracks. The guitar riﬀs are gripping and
rhythmic, accompanied by saccharine vocals singing
smart, witty and relatable lyrics. In a bittersweet but
classic upbeat indie-rock manner, Vega Bay address
the important and relevant issue of mental health. This
gorgeous ﬁ ve-track record emanates shimmering and
woozy exotic vibes, keeping the summer alive sonically as
we dive rapidly into winter. Laura Phillips

Sundaze
Introspection (Album)

Adam Prescott, Joe Ariwa
Adam Prescott meets Joe Ariwa (LP)

Local musician Sam Shaw is serious about psychedelia,
and his latest album with his kaleidoscopic-project
Sundaze is testament to that. The album shows oﬀ his
eﬀervescent songwriting, while unveiling a distinctive
human streak. Sunny melodies and eccentric sonic
textures appear throughout, most satisfyingly on Crocodile
Years and Smile. By pairing the imaginative edge of bands
like The Smoking Trees with the DIY sensibility of sixties
skiﬀ le, Shaw has created a surreal yet very listenable
oﬀering. Becky Timmins

Nottingham’s own Adam Prescott has returned home after
years spent in London, but he hasn’t come empty handed.
He’s joined forces with Joe Ariwa (Mad Professor’s son)
to cook up ten roots reggae and dub tracks, for the Adam
Prescott meets Joe Ariwa LP. Stabs of ghostly piano echoes
complement a well-crafted running bassline throughout;
a heavy beat that really pushes through in more duboriented tunes such as River Trent Dub and Nottingham Skank.
While Adam might have been away, his roots were never
forgotten. Will Ryan

Dim Bulbs
Aperitif

Harleighblu, Bluestaeb
She

Fresh from a raucous performance at Waterfront Festival,
this six-track EP, packed with oﬀ beat chugging riﬀs and
growling vocals, looks set to stamp Dim Bulbs’ name on
Nottingham’s DIY scene. Apertiif might be the band’s ﬁrst
EP, but it’s not come at the cost of quality, and the record
perfectly showcases their no-frills noise-rock sound. Like
any live band, I’m sure these tunes are best heard in their
raw, natural habitat, so watch out for their name on latenight lineups to get the full experience. Eileen Pegg

Mistajam named Harleighblu the “new queen of hiphop soul” and six years later, the Nottingham singersongwriter isn’t letting that crown slip. She oﬀers thirteen
contemporary jazz cuts crafted alongside neo-soul
producer, Bluestaeb. Harleighblu opens her heart and lays
down story-fuelled lyrics, depicted through her irresistible
vocal style that’s up there with the jazz greats. Tales for
women at crossroads, told in powerful, groove-inducing
ways, it depicts everything from time between the sheets
to full-blown cheats. Listen and feel empowered. Eileen Pegg

If you’re from Nottingham and want to get added to our music writers list, or get
your tunes reviewed, hit us up at music@leftlion.co.uk

NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled by Nusic’s
Sam Nahirny. Want more? Check out the fortnightly
podcasts and live sessions on the Nusic website.

Coﬀee Club Boyz

Phosphenes

A right-good slab of funk. Dirty bass, jazzy vibes, and a silky
smooth vocal that makes us think of the ﬁnest organic chocolate
on the market. Coﬀee Club Boyz are funk ninjas, fronted by the
world-class Tonysparkz, one of the most creative humans – not
just in Notts but seemingly in this universe. Pair that with the
creativity of his fellow bandmates, and what you have is a trip
into the galaxy of NG funk. It’s a trip you’ll wanna take. Trust us.
tinyurl.com/ccboyzng

Formerly the jangly indie-poppers in Youth Hotel, Phosphenes
are a very 2019 Indie band. And we mean that in the best way
possible. Interesting guitar and production elements overlap
with a unique vocal that’s tender but rockstar. Having already
received a lot of local love for single Loveless (yes, irony), it’s mad
exciting to see how they’ll develop over the next twelve months.
Oh, and they’re proper lovely humans too.
facebook.com/phosphenesuk
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BEST OF NOVEMBER
EM19: Octeria
When: Friday 1 - Saturday 16 November
Where: Surface Gallery
How much: Free
For their eleventh East Midlands
Graduate Project, Surface Gallery is
lending its space to recent Fine Art
graduates to showcase their work.
Octeria is all about defying the normal
and amplifying the unnoticed, so
expect to see plenty of unique and
thought-provoking pieces.

Etsy Made Local Nottingham
Christmas Market
When: Saturday 30 November, 10am
Where: Council House
How much: Free
Look locally for your Crimbo gifts this
year, and support creators from all
over the city. All stalls will be selling
the wares they normally ﬂog on Etsy,
the online marketplace for handmade
and vintage goods – so expect
everything from homewear to
silver jewellery.

Framework Sleep Out
When: Saturday 23 November
Where: The City Ground
How much: £10 for adults, £5
for children
The annual Big Sleep Out returns
to raise awareness and fundraise
for the local homeless charity. You
know the drill by now – before the
collective snooze, there will also be
entertainment in the form of Box
Factor, with prizes awarded to the
most spectacularly constructed
cardboard shelters.

All the World’s a Pub
When: Thursday 7 - Friday 8 November
Where: Embankment Pub
How much: £15
One of our favourite local boozers is
trying out something diﬀerent this
November. In true pub fashion, the play
will be based on the poetry anthology
by Jim Green and Bill Tidy that focuses
largely on the hoppy stuﬀ. Your ticket
even includes the price of a cold one to
enjoy while you’re giggling away.

Northern Ballet: Cinderella
When: Tuesday 19 - Saturday
23 November
Where: Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
How much: £10 - £46
Live every moment of the classic
fairytale through Northern Ballet’s
stunning dance performance. You’ll
see Cinders whisked away from her
wicked step-mum and mop buckets to
meet her prince on a glistening lake
of ice.

Nottingham Cocktail Week
When: Monday 11 - Sunday
17 November
Where: Various Venues
How much: Various
It’s that time of year where you can
shout “Drinks?” in the oﬀ ice on a
Monday evening without anyone
batting an eyelid. Organised by
Nottingham BID, Cocktail Week
sees over forty of our local bars and
restaurants come together in a vibrant
celebration of our local drinks scene.

Reclaim the Night
When: Saturday 9 November, 6.30pm
Where: Meet at Sneinton Market
How much: Free
This year’s annual march against
gendered violence will start at
Sneinton Market before moving
through the city and ending with a
Reclaim Rally in Old Market Square.
This inclusive event is a protest
against all forms of male violence
against women.

DIY LeftLion
When: Sunday 1 December, 11am
Where: The Carousel
How much: £30 - £40
Ever fancied making your own version
of one of these rags? Join our very
own Editor-at-Large Bridie Squires,
photographer Tom Morley and print
studio Dizzy Ink for a workshop
to produce a collaborative issue
of LeftLion, where you’ll also get
the chance to use the UK’s only A2
risograph machine.
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What’s on?
FRIDAY 1 NOV

SATURDAY 2 NOV

SUNDAY 3 NOV

MONDAY 4 NOV

TUESDAY 5 NOV

♫ Sinfonia Viva
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£9 - £37, 7.30pm

🎩  Ghost Tour
The National Justice Museum
£9.95 - £10.95, 6pm
♫ Wildside
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
£2 - £3, 9pm

🎨  Beginner and Improvers
Drawing and Painting Course
The Nottingham Mechanics Institute
£90, 10am

♫ Open Mic Night
Pepper Rocks
Free, 7pm

😂 Aaron Simmonds:
Disabled Coconut
The Lord Roberts
£8 - £10, 7.30pm

😂  Funny Laundering presents
Washdown: An Open Mic Cabaret
WOLF Italian Street Food
£6, 7.30pm
🎥  The Wave
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 1pm

👪  Super Mario Monday: Retro
Nintendo Wii Tournament
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
£4, 8pm

👪 Eastwood Spooktacular
Fireworks
Coronation Park
£0.50 - £2.50, 5.30pm
♫ Girls Are Loud: Solidarity
Gig for Girls Orphanage
Sumac Centre
£3 - £5, 7pm
🎭 A Star Is Born This Way
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
7.30pm
👪 Dark Tales and Dire Deeds
Malt Cross
£6 - £7, 7.30pm
👪 Halloween Sobar Rave
Sobar
£6, 9pm
♫ Funke and the Two Tone Baby
The Bodega
£10 - £11, 7pm

😂  Just the Tonic Comedy Club
Metronome
£5 - £12.50, 6.45pm
♫ Selective Collective Vinyl
DJ Night
Malt Cross
Free, 7pm - 11.45pm
🎨  Kirikou and The Sorceress
New Art Exchange
Free, 10.30am
🎭  Creepy Caberet
Circus Hub
£13, 7pm
♫ Islands in the Stream
The Albert Hall
£27.50, 7.30pm
👪  East Midland’s Baby
+ Toddler Show
East Midlands Conference Centre
£3, 10am - 2pm

🎭  Hey Diddle Diddle
Lakeside Arts
£7.50
😂  Alfie Moore: Work In Progress
Canalhouse
£6 - £7, 7.15pm
🎥  Blade Runner Food + Film
Night
Rough Trade
£18 - £18, 7pm
👪  Makers’ Market
The Embankment
Free, 11am
🎭  Kitty’s Live
The Southbank City
£8, 7.30pm
😂 Rhymes Against Humanity
Metronome
£10, 7.30pm

👣  Secrets of the Bluestockings
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£11.50 - £11.50, 8pm
📖  Know Your Daemon: ‘
The Secret Commonwealth’
Book Club
Waterstones
Free, 6.30pm

♫ Opera North: La Bohème
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£16 - £65, 7.30pm
🎲  Crafty Quiz
Crafty Crow
Free, 7.30pm
😂  Maisie Adam
Canalhouse
£5 - £10, 7pm - 8pm
😂  Laura Lexx: Knee Jerk
Canalhouse
£7 - £10, 8.30pm

😂  Laura Monmoth
Canalhouse
£1, 8.30pm - 9pm

🔧  Hackspace 2.5 Work
Nottingham Hackspace
Free, 7pm

🎥  Exhibition on Screen Season
Seven: Leonardo’s Full Story
Savoy Cinema
£9 - £11, 6.30pm

♫ Rival Sons
Rock City
£22, 6.30pm

🎥  The Last of England
Broadway Cinema
£8 - £13, 8pm

♫ Open Mic
Malt Cross
Free, 8pm

WEDNESDAY 6 NOV

THURSDAY 7 NOV

FRIDAY 8 NOV

SATURDAY 9 NOV

SUNDAY 10 NOV

📖  Poetry from Ruth Shelton
and Matthew Caley
Five Leaves Bookshop
£2 - £4, 7pm

♫ Georgie
The Pillar Box
Free, 8pm

👣  Feargus The Musical
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£9 - £14, 7.30pm

♫ Erin Rae
The Running Horse
£12 - £12, 7.30pm

🔧  Make a Silver Ring
Debbie Bryan
£70 - £80, 6pm

📖  Sherwood Writer’s Group
The Place Activity Centre
£1.98, 7.30pm

🔧  Needy Cat Games Course 3:
Finishing Your Game
MinorOak
£95 - £95, 11am

♫ Opera North: La Bohème
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£16 - £65, 7.30pm

📖  Sky Dance: Fighting for the
Wild in the Scottish Highlands
with John Burns
Five Leaves Bookshop
£4, 7pm

😂  £1 Comedy Night
Canalhouse
£1, 8pm - 11pm
📖  Journalism: Researching,
Writing + Pitching
Nottingham Writers Studio
£65 - £80, 6.30pm
🚲  Kadampa Meditation
THINK Creative Space: Cobden
Chambers
6.30pm
😂  Jeanette Bird-Bradley
and Friends
The Lord Roberts
£5, 9pm - 11pm
😂  Ofton Funny
The Running Horse
£5, 7.15pm
♫ William Doyle
Rough Trade
£10.99 - £19.99, 6.30pm
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📖  I Choose Elena, with
Lucia Osborne-Crowley
Five Leaves Bookshop
£2 - £4, 7pm
🎨  Life Drawing with
Oliver Lovley
Hopkinson’s
£13, 7pm
😂  Ben Shannon:
Another Year Wider
The Lord Roberts
£5 - £5, 9.30pm
📣  An Evening with
Trevor Francis
The Southbank City
£15 - £35, 6.30pm

👪  Little Movers
IC4C
£3 - £5, 10am
♫ Kodaline
Rock City
£29.50, 6.30pm
♫ Natalie Duncan
Peggy’s Skylight
£12, 6.30pm
🔧  Matcha Mixology
Bird & Blend Tea Co.
£35, 6.30pm - 9pm

🔧  Exploring Character
with Megan Taylor
Waterstones
£75 - £70, 10am 🔧  Social Media Marketing:
Facebook for Business
The Place Activity Centre
Free - £30, 9.30am
👪  Lego Club
Rough Trade
Free, 11am
🎭  Honey Cabaret presents
Miss Midlands Burlesque 2019
Alea Casino
£12 - £21, 7pm
😂  Jeanette Bird-Bradley and
Natasha Fowler: Exposed
The Lord Roberts
Free, 4pm
🎭  Madama Butterfly
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £18, 5.45pm

👪  Little Red Riding Hood
Squire Performing Arts Centre
£8 - £10, 2pm
📖  “My daddy was a Hamburger!”
with Jenny Swann
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 4.30pm
🔧  Future Technologies
Workshop
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 3pm
♫ Welcome To The Jazz Club
The Lion at Basford
Free, 1.30pm
🔧  Painting Space Through
Colour Workshop
Lakeside Arts
£50, 10am
♫ Greta Van Fleet
Rock City
7pm

MONDAY 11 NOV

TUESDAY 12 NOV

WEDNESDAY 13 NOV

THURSDAY 14 NOV

FRIDAY 15 NOV

🎨WEA: Beginner and Improvers
Drawing and Painting Course
The Nottingham Mechanics Institute
£90, 10am

♫ Tunesday! Open Mic Night
Six Barrel Drafthouse
Free

👪  Nottingham City WI Meeting
International Community Centre
Free - £4, 7.30pm

😂  Friday Night Comedy
The Glee Club
£8 - £14.50, 7pm

♫ James Morrison
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£25 - £42, 7.30pm

📖  Beeston Tales
The White Lion
£6 - £7, 7.30pm

♫ Ingrid & Christine Jensen and
the Whirlwind Recordings Jazz
Orchestra
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £15, 8pm

♫ Overdraught Open Mic
The Overdraught
Free, 8pm

👣  Tom Gates
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £22, 7pm

📖  Irreplaceable: The Fight to
Save Our Wild Places, with
Julian Hoffman
Five Leaves Bookshop
£2 - £4, 7pm

📣  Wednesday Walkthrough:
Bauhaus in Popular Culture
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6pm

📖  Forgotten and
Fantastical Launch
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 7pm
🎥  Outsider Collective present:
‘Greet the Moon’ Screening
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6pm
🔧  Life Drawing with Tas Severis
Patchings Art Centre
£50, 7pm
♫ The Amazons
Rock City
£17.50, 7pm
♫ Yonaka
Rescue Rooms
£13.50 - £14.85, 7.30pm
🔧  Dance Workshop
for People 55+
College Street Centre
Free, 6pm

♫ Loyle Carner
Rock City
6.30pm - 9.30pm
♫ Elder Island
Rescue Rooms
£13 - £14.50, 6.30pm
📖  Words of Wisdom:
A Spoken Word Showcase
City Arts
Free, 6pm

🔧  Chimichangas with Nic
New Art Exchange
£15, 6.30pm
📣  Archaeology Now Talk: The
Norman Conquest - Stories from
the Coins
Lakeside Arts
£3, 1pm

👣  Tom Gates
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £22, 1.30pm
😂  An Evening with Lenny Henry:
Who Am I, Again?
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£32 - £35, 7.30pm
🎨  CAMPUS: Elvira Dyangani Ose
Bonington Gallery
Free, 6.30pm
👪  Nappy Social
Sobar
Free, 10.30am
♫ Notts In A Nutshell
The Golden Fleece
7pm

♫ Soundin’ Off
Peggy’s Skylight
£6 - £12, 7pm

♫ The Hooten Hallers
The Bodega
£10 - £11, 7pm

🔧  Open Young Artist Crit
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 5.30pm
👪  Friday Freelancers’ Workspace
THINK Creative Space
Free, 9am
♫ Metronomy
Rock City
£23.50, 6.30pm
♫ Nookie Club
Alberts
Free
♫ Celestial: Paul K Joyce
Metronome
7.30pm
♫ Black Cats & Magpies
Rough Trade
£7 - £8, 7.30pm
♫ Good Times Fun
Times Karaoke
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
9pm

SATURDAY 16 NOV

SUNDAY 17 NOV

MONDAY 18 NOV

TUESDAY 19 NOV

WEDNESDAY 20 NOV

♫ Ghost
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£44.32 - £44.32, 6.30pm

👪  Makers’ Market
Belvoir Castle
Free, 10am

🎲  Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
£1, 8.30pm

👣  Northern Ballet: Cinderella
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £46, 7.30pm

🔧 Cake & Craft
The Shop at Sneinton Market
£20, 6pm

🎨  Off Centre
New Art Exchange
Free, 2pm

📖  Shoestring Press at 25
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 4.30pm

♫ Jeanie Barton
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£11.50, 7.30pm

♫ Open Mic
The Overdraught
Free, 8pm

📖  Notes to Self, with Emilie Pine
Five Leaves Bookshop
£5, 7pm

🔧  Social Media Advertising
for Beginners
THINK Creative Space
£80, 10am

🎭  The Little Prince
Lakeside Arts
£8.50

♫ Acoustic Rooms
Rescue Rooms
Free, 8pm

🎲  Crafty Quiz
Crafty Crow
Free, 7.30pm

♫ Talisk
Lakeside Arts
£16, 7.30pm

♫ Welcome To The Jazz Club
The Lion at Basford
Free, 1.30pm

🔧  Beginners Watercolour with
Chas Wood
Patchings Art Centre
£50

🎥  Artists’ Film: The Otolith
Group- O Horizon
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6.30pm

🎨  Lectures: Making Paint Sing
Djanogly Art Gallery
£3, 6pm

🎲 Backgammon
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8.30pm

🎭  Nottdance 2019: Step Sonic
Lakeside Arts
£16, 7.30pm

♫ Blood Red Shoes
Rescue Rooms
£13 - £14.30, 7.30pm

🎲  Pub Quiz
The Sir John Borlase Warren
£1, 8.30pm

♫ Blanco White
The Bodega
£12 - £13.20, 7pm

♫ Bernie Marsden
‘Where’s My Guitar?’
Rough Trade
£20, 6.30pm

♫ Jake Bugg
Rock City
6.30pm - 9.45pm
🍴  Heritage Gin Tasting
Malt Cross
£25, 7pm
👪  Equation Charity
Pop-Up Event
Rough Trade
£1.50 - £2, 1pm
♫ Desensitised
HMV Victoria Center
Free, 6pm
😂  Saturday Night Comedy
The Glee Club
£10 - £17.50, 7pm

♫ From The Jam
Rock City
£27.50, 6.30pm
♫ Nottingham Philharmonic
Orchestra: Holst
The Albert Hall
£15, 3pm
♫ Sunday Mezinee
Peggy’s Skylight
Free
🔧  Build Your Own Tea
Advent Calendar
Bird & Blend Tea Co.
£45, 5.30pm

🎨  Foto Café Philosophique
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm
🔧  Beginners Oil Painting
with Liz Wood
Patchings Art Centre
£50, 10am
🔧  Open Hack Night
Nottingham Hackspace
Free, 6.30pm
♫ Feeder
Rock City
6.30pm
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What’s on?
THURSDAY 21 NOV

FRIDAY 22 NOV

SATURDAY 23 NOV

SUNDAY 24 NOV

MONDAY 25 NOV

♫ Do Nothing
Rescue Rooms
£9, 6.30pm

🎨  Textile Tales Roadshow
Lakeside Arts
Free, 11am

🔧  Ancient Craft: Stone Carving
Lakeside Arts
£50, 11am

🎲  Sunday Quiz
The Barrel Drop
£1, 6.30pm

🎲  Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
£1, 8.30pm

📣 Talk: Celebrating 235 Years of
Luxury Knitwear Manufacturing
Djanogly Theatre
£3, 1pm

♫ Elvis Tribute Artist World Tour
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£35.50 - £57.50, 7.30pm

🎭  Akhnaten
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £20, 5.45pm

♫ Welcome To The Jazz Club
The Lion at Basford
Free, 1.30pm - 3.30pm

🎨  Craft Fair Contemporary
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6pm

♫ Break 2 Elevate:
Hopkinson’s
£4, 7pm

🎨  Yoga & Art
New Art Exchange
Free, 10am

🎨  WEA: Beginner and Improvers
Drawing and Painting Course
The Nottingham Mechanics Institute
£90, 10am

🍴  Heritage Gin Tasting
Malt Cross
£25, 7pm

♫ Mollie Ralph
The Bodega
£5.50, 7pm

♫ Sigrid
Rock City
7pm - 9.45pm

♫ Gaz Brookfield and The
Company of Thieves
Rescue Rooms
£12.50 - £13.75, 6.30pm

👪  Firewalk for the Nottingham
Breast Cancer Research Centre
University of Nottingham
£25, 6pm

♫ Nottingham Youth Orchestra
The Albert Hall
£12, 7.30pm

🔧  Build Your Own
Tea Advent Calendar
Bird & Blend Tea Co.
£45, 6.30pm

🔧  Writing from Images: Writing
Workshop for Children
Nottingham Writers Studio
£5, 2pm

😂  Vanessa Vanjee Mateo
The Glee Club
7pm

♫ The Hip Priests + The Drippers
+ Pink Cigs
JT Soar
£5, 7.30pm

👪  Framework’s Big Sleep Out
The City Ground
£5 - £10, 6.30pm

TUESDAY 26 NOV

WEDNESDAY 27 NOV

THURSDAY 28 NOV

FRIDAY 29 NOV

SATURDAY 30 NOV

♫ Open Mic
The Overdraught
Free, 8pm

😂  £1 Comedy Night
Canalhouse
£1, 8pm - 11pm

♫ EMOM Notts
The Chameleon
Free, 7pm

📣  Study Sessions: Sonic Bauhaus
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6.30pm

🎥 Singin’ In The Rain
Nottingham Contemporary
£5 - £20, 6.30pm

🔧  Keum Boo: Fusing Gold to
Silver
Nottingham Jewellery School
£140, 10.30am

♫ Liam Gallagher
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£41 - £63, 7.15pm

🎨  Second World War:
Food & Community
New Art Exchange
Free, 5.30pm

📣  Book Launch:
The Hiding Game
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6.30pm

🔧 England’s Earliest
Curry Recipe
The Harley Gallery
Free, 12pm
🎭  Becoming Elektra:
A Queer Mitzvah
Nottingham Playhouse
£10 - £12, 7.45pm

🎨  Craft & Culture Fair
New Art Exchange
Free, 12pm

🎭  Letters From The Front
The Old Library
£5 - £10, 2pm
♫ The Barratts + Louis Croft
+ Where’s Mitchell
Billy Bootleggers
Free, 7pm
📖  Megan Taylor Book Launch
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 7pm
🎭  Miscarriages of Justice:
My Father’s Watch
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£7 - £18, 7.30pm

♫ Whitney
Rescue Rooms
£17.50 - £19.25, 6.30pm
📣  Five Leaves Open Book Group:
Discusses A Pale View of the
Hills, by Kazuo Ishiguru
Five Leaves Bookshop
Free, 7pm
♫ George Gretton
The Bodega
£7.70, 7pm
🔧  Dialogue as Action: Good
Habits from Playwriting
Nottingham Writers Studio
£12 - £18, 6.30pm
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🎭  Loop
The Old Library
Free, 7.30pm

🔧  Open Hack Night
Nottingham Hackspace
Free, 6.30pm

♫ Scouting For Girls
Rock City
£25, 6.30pm

😂  Jack Whitehall: Stood Up
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£23 - £56, 8pm

🔧  Open Class with
Evangelia Kolyra
IC4C
£5, 10am

♫ Soundin’ Off
Peggy’s Skylight
£6 - £12, 7pm
🔧  Demystifying Publishing
Nottingham Writers Studio
£13 - £19, 7pm
♫ Saytr Play
The Angel Microbrewery
£9, 7.30pm

♫ Notts In A Nutshell
The Golden Fleece
£3, 7pm
♫ 20th Birthday: The Orielles
The Bodega
7pm

♫ Sports Team
Rescue Rooms
£11 - £12.10, 7.30pm
😂  Lockie Chapman
The Glee Club
£23.60 - £66.60, 7pm
🎲  Quiz up in a Brewery
The Trent Navigation Inn
7pm - 9pm

♫ The Retro Winter Tour
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£49 - £144, 7pm

🔧  Life Drawing with Tas Severis
Patchings Art Centre
£50, 7pm
📖  Poetry Scum
The Golden Fleece
7pm
♫ Krept and Konan
Rock City
£26.50, 7pm
♫ Halestorm
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£31.70, 6pm
♫ Tiger Army
Rescue Rooms
£20 - £22, 7.30pm
♫ Acoustic Rooms
Rescue Rooms
Free, 8pm

📣  Breakfast with Archie Gemmill
The Southbank City
£10, 10am

♫ Let’s Rock
Motorpoint Arena
£49.36 7pm

♫ Nottingham University Choir
+ Philharmonia
The Albert Hall
£13, 7.30pm

♫ Good Times Fun
Times Karaoke
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
Free, 9pm

🔧  Social Media Management
THINK Creative Space
£80, 10am

♫ DJ Boring and Dan Shake
Stealth
£11.30, 10pm
♫ Wren + Black Asteroids
+ Mairu + Antre
The Chameleon
£5, 7pm

🎭  Aladdin
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£13 - £16, 2pm
👪  Big Fish Little Fish
The Glee Club
£7.25 - £28.75, 7pm

ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
👪 Kind Girls, Evil Sisters and
Wicked Witches
The National Justice Museum
Free , 9am - 5pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 3 Nov

🎨  Faces from the Past: Images
on Medieval Pottery
Lakeside Arts
Free
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 5 Jan

🎨  Waking the Witch:
Old Ways, New Rites
Bonington Gallery
Free , 10am - 3pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sat 16 Nov

🎨  Still Undead: Popular Culture
in Britain Beyond the Bauhaus
Nottingham Contemporary
Free , 10am - 5pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 12 Jan

🎨  Wayne Burrows: Works from the
Hallucinated Archive
Bonington Gallery
Free
Thu 17 Oct - Sat 16 Nov

🎨  Men, Women and Things
The Harley Gallery
Free , 11am - 4pm
Thu 17 Oct - Fri 31 Dec
👪  Art Investigator Max
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free , 12pm - 4pm
Thu 17 Oct - Fri 2 Dec

🎩  Fully Fashioned: Archival
Remnants of the Textile Trade
Weston Gallery
Free , 11am - 4pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 1 Dec

👪  Halloween Bat Trail
Newstead Abbey
£2
Sat 19 Oct - Sun 3 Nov

🎨  Mimesis: African Soldier
New Art Exchange
Free , 9am - 6pm
Thu 17 Oct - Tue 31 Dec
🎨  When The Snow Melts: The World
Wars, Empire And Muslim Soldiers
New Art Exchange
Free , 9am - 6pm
Thu 17 Oct - Tue 31 Dec
🎨  Memory of Land
New Art Exchange
9am - 6pm
Thu 17 Oct - Tue 31 Dec

🎨  Angela Verdon
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Sat 26 Oct - Sun 9 Feb
🏫  Free CSCS Card Course
Learning Unlimited
Free , 9am - 3pm
Mon 28 Oct - Fri 8 Nov

🎨  Beyond Diagnosis
New Art Exchange
Free , 9am - 6pm
Thu 17 Oct - Tue 31 Dec

👣  The Sound of Music
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£13 - £25
Tue 29 Oct - Sat 2 Nov

🎨  Ghost Horses and Guns
The Harley Gallery
Free , 10am - 5pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 5 Jan
🎨  Little Machines: Automata Exhibition
The Harley Gallery
Free , 10am - 5pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 5 Jan
🎨  Tiny Movements
The Harley Gallery
Free , 10am - 5pm
Thu 17 Oct - Sun 5 Jan

🎨  D.H. Lawrence:
A Comic Book Adventure
D.H. Lawrence Birthplace Museum
Free , 10am - 4pm
Tue 22 Oct - Sat 23 Nov

🎭  Assassins
Nottingham Playhouse
£8.50 - £45
Wed 30 Oct - Sat 16 Nov
🎭  13 the Musical
Squire Performing Arts Centre
£10 - £13 , 7.30pm
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 2 Nov
👪  The Baddies Tour of Sherwood
Sherwood Forest Country Park
£2 - £5 , 1pm - 2.30pm
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 2 Nov

👪  Winter Craft Fair
Southwell Minster
£3 , 10am - 3pm
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 2 Nov

🎭  Footloose
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£9 - £14 , 7.30pm
Thu 14 Nov - Sat 16 Nov

🎩  Underground Wollaton
Wollaton Hall, History Museum and Industrial
Museum
£6
Fri 1 Nov - Sun 3 Nov

🎩  Washing, Singing, Dancing: Women
Living and Working in Prison
The National Justice Museum
Free , 9am - 5pm
Mon 18 Nov - Sun 5 Jan

😂  Nottingham Comedy Festival
Nottingham City Centre
Free - £23 , 6pm - 9.30pm
Fri 1 Nov - Sun 10 Nov

👪  Disney on Ice
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
6.30pm
Wed 20 Nov - Sun 24 Nov

🎨  Reboot
Surface Gallery
Free
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 16 Nov

🎭  Miscarriages of Justice
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£7 - £18 , 7.30pm
Fri 22 Nov - Sat 23 Nov

🎨  EM19: Octeria
Surface Gallery
Free
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 16 Nov

🎨  Welbeck Winter Weekend
The Harley Gallery
Free , 10am - 5pm
Fri 22 Nov - Sun 24 Nov

🎨  Reboot: An Exhibition by Printemps
and Green Riot
Surface Gallery
Free
Fri 1 Nov - Sat 16 Nov

🎭  Sleeping Beauty
Nottingham Playhouse
£18 - £40
Fri 22 Nov - Sat 11 Jan

👪  Have-a-go Archery
Sherwood Forest Country Park
£4 , 11am - 4pm
Sat 2 Nov - Sun 3 Nov
🎨  Ivon Hitchens: Space Through Colour
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Sat 2 Nov - Sun 23 Feb
🎨  Lustre
Lakeside Arts
£5 - £5 , 10am - 5pm
Sat 9 Nov - Sun 10 Nov
🔧  Getting Critical with Your Writing:
How to Self-Edit Your Manuscript
Nottingham Writers Studio
£90 - £110 , 10am - 4pm
Sat 9 Nov - Sun 10 Nov
♫ Little Mix
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
Mon 11 Nov - Tue 12 Nov
🍷  Nottingham Cocktail Week
Various venues
Free ,
Mon 11 Nov - Sun 17 Nov

👪  Winterfest
Thoresby Park
Free , 10am - 6pm
Sat 23 Nov - Sun 24 Nov
🎭  The Snow Dragon
Lakeside Arts
£8.50 - £8.50 , 1pm
Thu 28 Nov - Tue 31 Dec
🎩  Humbug! A Killer Christmas Carol
The National Justice Museum
£39.99 , 6.30pm - 10.30pm
Fri 29 Nov - Sat 21 Dec
🎨  Motif
Bonington Gallery
Free
Fri 29 Nov - Sat 1 Feb
🎭  Aladdin
Nottingham Arts Theatre
£13 - £16
Sat 30 Nov - Sun 15 Dec
🎭  Cinderella
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£14 - £38.50
Sat 30 Nov - Sunday 5 Jan

For the full rundown, visit leftlion.co.uk/listings
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Take a walk through Sneinton Market today, and you’ll find fancy coffee, football fan-art and luxury vegan chocolates.
Not only are the Sneinton Market Avenues now home to over twenty creative businesses, but it’s also the headquarters
of a certain culture magazine you’ve been reading for the past few minutes. Throw it back seventy years or so, and this
place was the site of a booming wholesale market, and a real pillar of city life...
By the middle of the nineteenth century, Nottingham
had established itself as a world-famous hub for
lace production. Workers flocked to the city in their
thousands to get a piece of the action and, as a result,
it became dangerously overcrowded. The town was no
longer pastoral, but industrial. Diseases such as
cholera were rife, and infant mortality rates were
extremely high.
Following a time of land restrictions, the 1845 Inclosure
Act was passed, which meant more housing and public
amenities to deal with the increasing population. Along
with Victoria Park and the nearby baths, Sneinton
Market was part of the developments.
Before it was developed as a recreational public space,
the square was the site of a clay pipe workshop owned
by a Mr Thomas Edwards, and the nearby residential
properties, known as ‘the Bottoms’, were practically
slums. The cramped, back-to-back housing that stood on
The Avenues – originally known as Nelson Street, Pipe
Street, Brougham Street, Sheridan Street and Wood
Street – were demolished and rebuilt, this time with
adequate windows and outdoor garden space. On a map
from 1861, the area was known as New Market, but by
1881 it had become Sneinton Market, despite not being
situated in the Parish of Sneinton – it’s thought its name
came from association to the nearest busy district.
Sneinton Market first made a name for itself selling
‘pots’ – crockery, to non-local folk – as well as secondhand clothing and furniture. Nottingham’s main
wholesale market remained in Old Market Square, but
Sneinton became a popular location for any overflow,
or for new tradesmen trying to cut their teeth. The
square was also used for public meetings and religious
gatherings; most notoriously, bare-knuckle boxer
William ’Bendigo’ Thompson gave a sermon while
balanced precariously on top of a wagon. The market
would also play host to travelling fairs and theatre
companies who brought their ‘blood tubs’ – a form of
violent melodrama – to town, the actors pitching up
their caravans during their stay.

The construction of tram tracks in Old Market Square
in 1900 sparked the real beginning for this new market
place, as the wholesale market uprooted and made its
way to Sneinton instead. The first set of rickety wooden
buildings were erected on the corner of Bath Street and
Southwell Road, and business soon began to boom. In
1926, a tram depot built on Southwell Road provided
excellent travel links, and two years later a wash house
was built adjoining the baths.

vegetable vans during the week for a bit of extra pocket
money. A bacon cob breakfast at Thelma’s Cafe was
the norm, followed by a pint from the Fox & Grapes
pub that opened at 5am to keep the stallholders happy.
After a long day flogging furniture, traders would sink a
few at the Bath Inn and head to Victoria Baths for some
wrestling or boxing, before setting up shop at 3am the
next morning to serve the punters that swung by on
their way back from a night out on the town.

A bacon cob breakfast at
Thelma’s Cafe was the norm,
followed by a pint from the Fox &
Grapes pub that opened at 5am
to keep the stallholders happy

Many household names were made at the market.
You’d see their produce vans driving around town –
Blatherwicks, C.W Tooley, Percy Goring, Smalley’s. One
particular success story was Hinton’s, the only stall
in Nottingham to stock bananas. All bananas came
to the city by rail, and had to be ripened before sale;
they’d be taken down to the caves on Manvers Street,
stored underground and blasted with gas heaters until
perfectly yellow.

The success didn’t go unnoticed by the council – in the
1930s, Nottingham Corporation decided to modernise
the wholesale market, demolishing the houses nearby
and built sturdy, open-fronted units with shutters and
glazed roofs. Nelson Street retained its name, the next
three streets became Avenues A, B and C, and the final
road was named Freckingham Street after Alderman
H.J Freckingham, Chairman of the Markets and Fairs
Committee who spearheaded the new developments.

In the late fifties, Hinton’s sold out to Fyffes, which
became one of the biggest importers and distributors
of bananas in Europe. Keep your eyes open as you
cross through the market now and you can still spot
their legacy – a banana statue hanging proud over The
Avenues Cafe.

H.J Freckingham stood behind the local traders who
previously made their living selling fruit, veg, crockery
and rags in the square, so fought for their right to
stay there. What soon developed was a close-knit
community, which many considered family. Local firms
that had occupied the area for years formed close bonds
with the wholesalers, buying up stock they were having
trouble shifting and turning it around for profit. Multiple
generations of families would offer a helping hand on
stalls, selling bags of carrots or Spanish onions for three
pounds a shilling.
It was a place where many met their future spouse, or
hung out with the Notts County players who unloaded

Over the years, Sneinton Market has been a port of
call for many city dwellers. Whether it was a source of
second-hand goods during times of shortage, a way for
corner-shop owners to stock up their stashes, or just the
place you’d pick up a pound of cod for tea, for years it
served a vital purpose.
By the late seventies, due to the production of cheap
new goods and superstore supermarkets, it fell into a
state of disrepair, and the next thirty years saw many
plans for the area proposed and rejected. In 2014,
another era of investment saw it become the head office
of the Creative Quarter. With further plans to develop
the remaining derelict buildings underway, it’s hoped
Sneinton Market will become a permanent extension of
the city centre.

Object
Walk
We’ve teamed up with the National Justice
Museum to put objects from the past into the
hands of people from the present. This month,
we took an Apple Euro Plus Computer, which
was previously used as part of the educational
programmes at Leyhill Prison in South
Gloucesteshire to Claire Cutts and Joe Clark,
the founders of V21 Productions.
words: Andrea Hadley-Johnson
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“It’s nostalgic. I’ve been a
computer user since 1980,
so this takes me back to
making flow diagrams. It
feels so familiar.”

“As soon as I saw it, I was
wooshed back to Dad’s little
office. He got me to share in
his enthusiasm, and it really
helped form what I went on
to study and work in.”

“I was just as informed as
young people are now,
but it was a completely
different way of being
informed, because you had
to learn how to read and
process information.”

“The logo is wonderful, and
so recognisable. I always had
a love for computing, and the
thing I’m looking at now was
my first relationship.”

photos: Fabrice Gagos
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MOTIF
FRIDAY 29 NOVEMBER 2019 - SATURDAY 1 FEBRUARY 2020

We’re delighted to present Motif, an exhibition and experience that brings together 15
years of research conducted by Nottingham Trent University’s Tim Rundle, Principal
Lecturer in Fashion Communication and Promotion. Motifs have become a dominant
form of communication, from tote to tattoo. Adopted as both badges of belonging and
icons of individuality, motifs can be understood as markers of creative conformity or
aesthetic innovation.
FREE ENTRY | Bonington Gallery, Nottingham Trent University, City Campus

www.boningtongallery.co.uk

MAKE IT AT
CONFETTI
Book an open day at confetti.ac.uk

